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Ne\N Mexico

Friday, Nov. 12, 's the last
day to withdraw from a class
·., or the University without
colleg~ or school approval.
"W ," "F" or "NC" will be

DAILY

assigned and $5 "Change of

Friday, October 22, 1976

Program-" fee charged.

As·u NM Senate
Fails To Pass
Marijuana Bill
By Ruth ~. Intress
1
•ASUNM failed to pass action on the resolution ~~pporting the efforts of
NMNORML .and decriminalization of marijuana at Wednesday night's
meeting. Sens. 'fad Howington, Ginger Kilbourne and Celia Knight
· walked out when-the resolution was broughJ forward and after some
· discussion, Sen. Kent Ghahremani questioned quorum.
Not having the required 14 senators present to constitute a quorum, the
meeting was adjournP.d by Vice President Dorothy Davidson,
Joseph Montoya
Harrison Schmitt
Matt Dillon
Sen. Knight; an opponent·of the resolution, said before she left, "I'm
not readY. mentally or physically to talk rationally or sanely on the senate
floor about this resolution. That's why I want to postpone the bill."
Sen ..Shriver, an advocate of the resolution, said, "this kind of childlike
behavior only reinforces the need for the reconsideration of the censure
act.!'
act was a bill which would stop senators from voting if
.
they had missed three or more meetings and/or committee assignments.
That act was termed unconstitutional by Atty. Gen: Brian Sanderoff
6':::p
Harrison '',lack" Schmitt,
earlier this week.
Compiled by D. M. Flynn
'.~.' office, Montoya said it was because
Republican
candidate for the U.S.
:'Th_ese s~nators were elected by the students, but by ignoring the
More than 20 candidates f
there was a Republican in the White
spoke
on three major
Senate,
resolution they are ignoring the students they represent;' Shriver said.
local, county, state and feder ~· House.
issues:
economic
growth in New
The resolution supporting the activities of,NORML,was questioned last government
positions
were
Montoya said he was in favor of
and energy. On
Mexico,
education
week as to whether or not it was in the students' interest. At the request of . scheduled to speak before the marijuana decriminalization for
economic
growth,
Schmitt
said he
· Shriver and Knight a poll was taken by the Office of Research and Con- students at UNM Wednesday, Oct. "minimum possession." In the
would
work
to
"attract
new
capital
sumer Affairs (ORCA) to discern student opinion on the decriminalization 20. The following is a summary of absence of valid medical proof of
of marijuana. The results of the study showed. that 82 per cent of those what the major speakers said.
marijuana not being harmful, to be invested in the state to create
students polled support.the decrilpinalization of marijuana.
however, Montoya said he couldn't jobs in industries compatible with
Louis Tempkin, coordinator ,of ORCA and chairman of NMNORML
U.S. Senate
favor any other legalizing New Mexico's environment."
New Mexico's energy resources,
said, "we went over backwards fo make sure this poll would be unbiased:
Joseph Montoya, incumbent legislation.
he
said, tie into his comments on
The qu·estions·were written by Sens. Shriver apd Knight and the polling .,Democrat candidate for U.S.
economic
growth. Schmitt said
Malcolm "Matt" Dillon, the
places. were designated by Sen. Kni~ht."
Senate, stressed his seniority in that
more
federal
spending should be
office and said that his. influence American Independent Party
done
in
the
field
of solar energy, ·
Only after an hour of disagreement over the wording and int~nt of the was r~~ponsible for UNM's receipt candidate for U.S, 'Senate, said he
espeCially
since
it is a nonbill and o:vcr the procedures"fOr"questioning quorum was the meeting of so mllriyfederal dollars.
would fjght to end inflation,
expendable
source.
He attacked · his opponent, eliminate goverhment ser'i>:ces that
finally adjourned. Sen. Les Marsftall said, "~ecause of the-irresponsible
On the decriminalization ·of
attitudes and the lack of courage to vote on their convictions, in the future Republican Harrison "Jack" Sch- are • duplicated, encourage. inmarijuana,
Schmitt said he thought
if Sens. Knight or Howil)gton propose a bill· I don't like, I'm going to mitt, fo"t advocating.· the sale of vestments and prohibit high interest
anyone
who
smoked it was dumb,
question quorum.''public land. "The rich," Montoya rates.
but
in
view
ofthe
fact that there are
Dilkm alsc sad the increa~e of
Sen. Shriver said· the resolution would be brought before the Senate ;tt a said, "would come in to buy the
tens
of
millions
of marijuana
future..meeting.
land and deprive those who would the national debt should be
consumers
in
the
U.S.,
its private
eliminated, prices of oil· and gas
. Sen. Ghahremani said, "I'm for the· bill but there hasn't been time to really need it."
rewrite · it as we requested. We want the economic reasons for
On foreign policy, Montoya said should remain stable, tax loopholes use should not constitute a criminal
decriminalizing marijuana included in the resolution. Those senators who he was opposed to giving foreign 11hould be abolished as well as U.S. offense.
He also said he would work
left should be allowed to have a voice even if it is to say no,"
aid to nations that vote against the subsidies to foreign nations and
toward
more federal money in the
t)lat
marijuana should
be
In other action the senate passed two bills which provide. for a salary for U.S. in the United Nations.
State's
education
system.
the ASUNM Treasurer and- Attorney· GeQeral. ASUNM
Turning to unemployment, decriminalized.
Dillon said he was running
Treasurer Diane Frost and Atty. Gen. Sanderoff will each be paid $2.60 an Montoya said, ''The only way to
U.S. House of Representatives
hour for. IS hours a week pending President Damon Tobias' action on. the improve the job market is with a against a millionaire, a big power
Manuel
Lujan, Republican
·
·
·
new administration in the White machine and a man who made
bills. ·
They will begin receiving a salary when the bills are signed by Tobias but House.'' When asked why New modern history in space but has incumbent candidate for the U.S.
no back salary for their work over the summer and first half of the Mexico had dropped to· 48th in failed to do anything for New House of Representatives began his
semester will be paid.
·
"
· personal income while he was in Mexico until the present campaign.

Address UNM Students

M ·aJ·O
• r

The-~ensure

c a n d •I dat e 5

S pea k

Male Do-minance Ending in Science Fields
By Lynda Sparbcr
she notes that five years. ago there were only I 0 women
The percentage of women attending UNM has risen
in engineering. Women now comprise 13 per cent of
I 03 per cent in the last lO years. This means, of courthe college. She named three main reasons for the increase: · ·
se, that virtually all departments have see~ an increase
in the number of women students.
. "One of the primary factors is that the changing
However, many of these women are turning away
social climate has made it more acceptable for women
from what were considered the traditional Women's
to pursue careers of all kinds. A second is that
engineering ·stands out as a profession with em·
fields and are seeking degrees in such areas as science
and engineering.
ployment opportunities and attractive salaries.
"A third reason is that engineering schools have
One of the problems women find in goin~ into
recognized the existence of a large pool of previously
science is that there ·are few female-model roles for
unta!'ped talent and have begun recruiting campaigns
them to imitate. Many women are discouraged when
to
attract more women applicants.''
they go into a scientific field that has few or no
A graduate student in biology said science is still a
women at the top.
hard field for women in that it. requires more adWhile the University is trying to hire more women
vanced education than most fields and is still not as
instructors for Affirmative Action, there ·are still only
open as it should be in its hiring practices.
a handful on the science staff; most of these women
are non-tenured instructors.
·
Math, for example, has shown no dramatic increase
in female enrollment in the last five years, its chairTher.e are two female instructors in engineering (one
man said. Geology, which is feeling a boom in energy
is on leave), and one each in biology, chemistry and
· ·
physics.
fields,. .bas seen a great increase in women students.
Many of the women in engineering left other science
One of the most dramatic increases of women
fields.
students ls !ihown in the engineering fields. A
How well do the women do academically in the
spokespefson for Career Services said women
sciences? 1n almost all the informal interviews the
engineers are in such high demand that ·corp<)rations
LOBO conducted, instructors said that, after the
actually compete for each other just to interview
women get over their background handicaps (lack of
them.
previous training or experience in the sciences), they
The demand'also is reflected by safaries..
UNM,
are ableto.hold their own.
·
the average starting salary for graduating engineers is
instructor
cired
a
study
which
stated
!hat,
while
One
$13,600. Women, however, have been gettilig $15,000
to $19,000.
there are fewer and fewer women as the 'levels of
Dr. bel ores Etter, an instructor in the College of ... educati()n stages progress, the women going on for
higher degrees have better grade poitit averages than
Engineering, !'repared a report based on a survey of
their mHie classmates.
theJreshman engineering class in the fall of' 1975. ln it
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By Daniel Crain
Harrison Schmitt will appear at
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
house today for two hours to
discuss his candidacy with students.
Schmitt's appearance will last from
2 p.m. to'4 p.m.
Rudy Chavez, SAE member, said
Schmitt will mingle informally with
the crowd for about the first onethird of the period. Chavez
described this as a "unique opportunity" for students to meet a
candidate face-to-face and receive
direct answers to any questions.
'The rest of Schmitt's appearance
will be devoted to a formal campaign address followed- by a

.
Anything ,Goes in Final Debate
Jimmy Carter and President Gerald Ford prepare for their final
debate scheduled for 7:30 tonight at William and Mary College. The
90-minute debate is to be open to any topic.

Textiles Crafts

I

··-·

WASHINGTON-Federal Trade Commissioner Elizabeth Dole,
wife of the GOP vice presidential candidate, has violated the nonpartisan nature of her post by campair;ning for the Republicans, the
ch'airman of the House Subcommittee which oversees regulatory
agel)cies charged today.
·
.
.
.
Rep. John Moss, D-Calif., head of the House Commerc~ Overstght
Subcommittee rriade his charge in a statement accompanymg a report
on federal co:Umissiom which cites an "overwhelming need" to
separate the independent regulatory commissions from partisan
politics.

The Deadline To Apply For.
Admission For Spring 1977 Is
Friday; October 29, 1916

~

\'

Mrs. Dole Supports GOP

College Of Fine Arts
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City Grocery Clerks
Strike for More Wages
The local Retail Clerks Union voted to strike the Safeway food chains
early Thursday morning.
The clerks also voted to r;ject the contract proposed by Safeway Stores,
Inc. which would give them a $2 increase per the three-year life of the
contract along with an immediate 90 cents-an-hour raise. The offer included improvements in health insurance benefits, holidays, vacations and
pensions.
The clerks voted not to accept anything less than an immediate $1.53 anhour-wage increase. Journ~yman clerks now earn $4.73 an hour.
The strike at the Safeway food chain caused other chains to lock out
their union employees. The other chains were Foodway, Furrs, Piggly
Wiggly and Albertsons.
The strike affected 2000 retail clerks in the state, 1500 of them in
Albuquerque. Other ·areas affected were Los Alamos, White Rock, Taos,
Las Vegas and Santa Fe.

UTICA, N. Y.-Suqlery was performed last month on about a
dozen children mistakenly diagnosed as suffering from appendicitis,
but doctors.no·w say the illnesses were caused by a rare intestinal
disease, possibly from polluted water.
Scientists, .aided by researchers of the National Center for Disease
Control, tried to pinpoint the source of the disease that struck at least
32 school children in Holland Patent, an upstate New York community of some 400 families.
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Lui!. Abreu, m~th~mmic' flfOh~.,.. ot m till.'
' Univcr<.il\' (If Mc\h:O. \\ill di<.cu<,~o the t.ubjc-cl "Can
Mathcm:uk .. Be a lla'i" · for Phi\o<,ophic<~l
l\nowlcdg.c7'' f'rida~. Oct. 22, Rcfrc<,hmcnt., at 3

!

!

!
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bcg:int, at J:)O p.m. in the lihrar~.
Applkatitm' arc l1cing i!L<ccrtcd ror mcm~cr.,hip in·
10 Phi Signm Tat1U11li1 Oct. ~9.

AI PC Higher l:thl~~lfllll \\ill hl• hi., O~t. 22 frmn
10 n.m.t(l4 p.m. ut Nmhe A111cric'un SIUdic-. Ccmct.
1\·lf:.('hi\ prc~cnt' u rihn "\\'c nrc the Palc\lillC

rcorlc" Fri .. Oct.::!.::! at ~:;\Op.m. in Chk<moStutJic..,,
The tJNM ~imulatitm\ t\..,\l1~'. lm .. mO\C•l to the

Cclhn in Hul.ona Hall. \\"" pl:1y \\<1• ~amc' ;tnt!
Dungc.:un~ and l>rngm~., C\1,'1'~ Sund<t~

m I:! noon.
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90nainute
two·pak
oilier!
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218 Central, S.W.

843•7559
NU~ootBEil 2

t\200 MONTGOM~RY NE
4•2026
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Buy One Get SeCond

ONE at 1/2
PRICE.
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Look at our book bins on
the sidewalk; all the books
you can carry, $1.00

"All The News That's FiL To Read''

The Gizmo Store
302 Ce~tral, S.W.

Model 450 ••-, ••• ,. , • , • , • • $79 •• 5

• Full size .automatic record chang·

· e;, • Volume, b*nce, bass and
treble controls.
15·5/1 inctl re•
flex 'spuker sYstem. • Walnut
VinYl cabinetry.
Model 9!351 ••••• ", •• ~.: $139.95
• AM/FM stereo receiver. • Full
size EISA cllillln9er. • separate slide

.Entire Inventory Reduced
20o/o off
Lee & Levi Rugby Shirts
Converse All-Stars
Reg. $12.95 $9.99
Lee & Lev~ Leisure Suits 40o/o

co•'ltrofSp • InclUdeS spe~ker~ and

-

· dun CoVer.

International

off

Unisex Hair Design Centre

"Head· Trips tor Dudes & Dolls"

·:~:::.:·T.intm2ent
end LOUI!lono)

7804 C.!!ntral SE
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87.\31
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102,
277-4202.
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'lhe opiniom cxprc!>scd on the editorial pa~es
of The Ouity Lobo arc tho\c of the author !IOicly.
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the University year and weekly during the ~um·
mer sc~sion by the Doard of Student Publlcutio11s
of tl1c Univer.!.lty of New Mexico, and i~ not
financially a<;.~ociated with UNM. Sccond cla<os
po~lugc paid Ill Albuquerque, Ncw Mcxico
87131. Sub!>criplion rate is $10.00 for ttJc

and Fd.l0-6.1
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No.45

Th~ New Mexico Daily /,abo is publish~d
Monday through Friday every regular week of

!

Un~igncd opinion i\thm of the editorial bonrd of
71J~ Daily L.obo. Nothing pnntcd in Tlu: Duil}'
Lolw rtcccso;ari\y rcprc~cnt~ the views of the

University of New Mexico.
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UNM's
Shopping
Center

II ,,..,..K

Sporting Goods

•'-~

308 Central

Star L'eather Coats

fSince 19071

Fine Indian Jewelry,
p9ttery and Carvings.

Reeg.

$110.00$89.95

Hooded And Regular Sweatshirts
Sweat Pants
Available In Gr or Blue

Student Discount
With I.D.

Downtown

2·Pak Offer.

·.
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has voted continuously against
education," Garcia said.
Garcia also said Albuquerque
and the first congressional district
have been "hard hit in the job
market.'' Part of the solution, he
said, lies in electing the right ·
Presid~nt to stimulate jobs.

Open~

ffiodCo-op

Wrights Indian
Trading Post Inc.

Tom Davies
Book Shop
NU~!!E.Il

Montoya's position could make
time" to get out and meet his
student constttuency, Chavez said,
expecially since "Schmitt has gone
out of his way" to do so.
The SAE house is located on
Mesa Vista, just west of Yale.
Chavez said the activities will be
held outdoors on the SAE lawn,
weather permitting. He did not
indicate the number of kegs of beer
that will be present.
Chavez said he hopes student
lumoul al the event will be large
despite his allegation that of the 30
signs planted around campus
publicizing the event all but two
disappeared within two hours.

NatlLral FOods

Downto.wn
Albuquerque

• p.m. in I he Philo.,uph} J)cpt. I Utlllt!C. PrC\cntathin

<

of a bill that would provide federal
speech by saying "university subsidies to businesses as an instudents should get more involved centive to hire the unemployed.
in the political process."
Lujan also favors "horizontal
Lujan went on to say that the divestiture" of the energy comgovernment is too involved in the panies and he advocated a "flat
business sector, and that the rate" of taxation of "about two or
government should provide "in- three per cent" of a person's incentives and money for creating job come.
opportunities" instead of publicRaymond Garcia, Democratic
works jobs. Lujan also said that candidate for the U.S. House of
loans to small businesses should be Representatives, attacked his
increased and that he is co-sponsor opponent Manuel Lujan. "Lujan

Photo by Chrls Hammond

PHOENIX, Ariz.-A judge Thursday declared a mistrial in the
case of John Adam~on, accused of killing investigative reporter Don
Bolles.
Superior Court Judge F'rederic Heineman acted on grounds of
"prejudicial publicity.''
·
..
The motion for a mistrial was made by Defense Attorney Wtlham
Feldhacker, with agreement of Prosecutor William Schafer.
Heineman dismissed the panel of prospective jurors and scheduled a
new trial date for no later than Dec. 20.

question-and-answer period. Free
beer will be served, Chavez said.
Schmitt's staff agreed to the
appeamnce in late September,
Chavez said, and at the same time
said it would welcome a joint
appearance by Sen. Montoya.
When Montoya staffer Bertha
Parker-Sisneros was contacted in
regard to an appearance at SAE,
Chavez said, her initial reaction was
that it "sounded fine." Chavez
said, however, upon hearing that
Schmitt would also be present,
Sisneros demurred saying, "Well,
you know, Sen. Montoya is really
very busy."
' "I would think that a person in

... US Congression·al Candidates

. ,'

"

Bolles Case Declared Mistrial

Pollution May Cause Disease

..

Beer Served

Schmitt ·To Talk at SAE House a;:~

that nearly 3,000 shell~ fell. '5>~';.i'he · cease, fire. . at 4 a.m. (midnight
western sector of: the ctty over the .)Vednes-day ED1).
war slowly began to take effect pa?t 24 hour~. Newspapers.,· ·:fwo ho 11 ~{~ft~r the truce was to
yesterday, ending the heaviest esttmated casul!l!Jes at more th_~n take hoi'il·. •sporadic shooting and
barrage· of mortar fire across the 120 dea_d a11d 300 wo~nded.
.
. , siJelii~g· e'rupted in parts of the
capital in 18 months of fighting.
The mtense shellfu'e lasted ngh),}\ocapital but by and large, the
Leftist militia sources estimated up to the scheduled start of {qe truce-helped by heavy morning
rain-had a dramatic effect in
reducing the violence.
· "It's about 80 per cent succo-op
cessful,... said a leftist militia
source. "No one could expect
For The Finest ln. Fiber Artiscomplete respect ·for the truce so
quickly considering the intensity of
try. Unique And Funky.Handthe violence last night."
crafted Toys, Clothing And
Between 6 a.m. and 8 a.m.,
about
a dozen shells fell on west
Home Decorations.
Beirut. Sporadic shooting ana
shelling also ripped across the green
line dividing the capital.
2021 Old Town Road NW 843-6694
First reports said other fronts
were quiet, although there was no
news from southern Lebanon,
where heavy fighting raged
Wednesday.
A leftist-held Beirut radio station
said a "relative calm" prevailed
over Beirut and its suburbs two
hours after the cease-fire went into
effect.
It charged however that, the
"other
side's observance of the.
Applications are available in the
cease-fire was not total." It said,
. College of Fine Arts Counselling Center
"Some explosions were heard in the
' Room
1103 in the Fine
Arts Center.
capital and some shells fell into
.
.
Moslem-held) west Beirut" after
tfte cease-fire deadline.

1J
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UP I)-The
0 55th cease-fire of Lebanon's civil

_g

Fr~e

PE.NNV'S
Downtown
410 Central SW

Men's Flannel Shirts
3 for $12.00
Tube Socks
3 for $1.99.

Plus

Your Choice

Army Su(plus- Camping Gear
Sporting Goods And Much, Much More
· . · Sale Good Thru This Weekend

Wrangler Deni.m Jeans Or Jac~ets

.........___

Tony Lama
and
Justin Boots
Comfy Outer Wear
Albuquerque's
Most Complete
Leather Shop
Custom And
Repair
Work Done
Large Selection
leather Coats
In All Styles
515 Central Ave. SW

$9.99
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_Old Ben Jonson Tutns Ovet 1n His Gtnve

Comes Home?.

'B

The spirit of Homecoming has been greatly maligned in recent years,
Disinterested and aloof students have decided ·that the traditionG of
::: Homecoming are too sophomoric and cliquish to merit any attention.
This year's Homecoming (the week of Oct. 25) offers a chance, for
..,r students who are interested and curious enough, to discover what
'{ Homecoming is all about.
g,' Homecoming brings back to UNM many graduates, and if you believe
0.. Ann Landers and Dear Abby, the graduates who return are those who
have done well in their fields and in their lives. It provides an excellent opportunity for students to talk with the 'type of persons they will be ap~
preaching in the next few years for jobs, and the UNM graduates who
have only recently graduated and gotten jobs and are therefore familiar
whh the job market.
·•
It is a chance to visit with those who were here before us and had a 'hand
in making UNM what it is today. Jhe Alumni Association has opened
Saturday's pre-game tamale supper (free of charge) to graduating seniors.
The unfortunate cancellation of the Eagles concert caused the PEC to
sponsor a dance-In Johnson Gym with one of the top local groups. If
University students can toss aside their elitist views of gym dances and
come on down to JG Friday night it could well be a night for them to
remember.
What we are suggesting is that Homecoming should not be neglected
because of out-of·date ideas of what it is. We urge instead that UNM
students give th13 idea of Homecoming a chance. Those who participate
will have fun, but to be corny; "The more, the merrier."
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Jl'm Not a Trekkie: But Taste Is Lacking'

Editor:
The LOBO and Alan Dumas obviously ·have bad taste. To begin
with, comparing William Shatner
Along the line of the above editorial, we would like to recommend to with Moshe Dayan and William
students who can spare a Wednesday evening that strolling over to the Buckley is like comparing a
Student Union Bldg. at 7 p.m. can be one of the best !.earning and en· · chocolate fudge sundae to chicken.
tertaining experiences around.
They are two different things in two
We refer, of course, to the ASUNM (student government) meetings. different fields.
.
.
The meetings begin on time with a fair amount of decorum and are a good . I am not a Trekk1e, but I do enJOY
experience for those interested in the application of parliamentary ---Star Trek. You show your bad
procedure because Sturgis is quoted every 10 minutes. By about.10 p.m., taste in the f~ct-that you compare
however, the meetings begin to relax and students can catch. a glimpse of Star Trek w1th Dragnet, Anyone
what our elected student senators are really like; some' are really with good sense knows that the acdedicated, some are very jovial, a few are really troublemakers.
ting, sound effects; staging, and
An evening spent in this manner is especially appropriate because there over-all program of Star Trek is
will be an ASUNM senatorial election in about four weeks.
100 per cent better than that of
JIJJIIIJIIIIIJJIIJJJJIIIIIIIIIIIIJJJJJIIJIIJJIIJJJIIIJJIIJIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIII

Letters

right in suggesting that you obviously don't understand the subtleties of Star Trek.
Another point. The· fact is that
Mr. Shatner did play Captain Kirk
and he did do a good job. Now
maybe if they had gotten a different actor at the very beginning,
Mr. Shqtner wouldn't have been as
good. But the fact is, he got it first
and did a good job. So now it is his
cbaracter.
He is· Kirk and· Kirk is he. If you
feel that Jack Webb is a better actor than William Shatner, then you
obviously are not capable of and
should not be judging acting. Mr.
JJIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIJJJJJJJJIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJJJIIIIIIIJIIIIIJIIJJJII Shatner may not be the best, but
he does his best. I was there and I
enjoyed him, which to me is the
,

Sit Down, Cogitate. A Spell On Gra'ss
\
\
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Editor:
.
The Slumber Party feels it is time to take a seat
on the marijuana issue. Some people would like·
to see it legalized or decriminalized.

Valium sho.uld have more of a youth followmg
than some. geriatric OQe like marijuana which has
been doing its thing for thousands of years. We
have always sa.id, "Never trust a drug over 30."

We would not want to see this happen. We
know this dangerous drug can lead to insanity,
death, sleep. One need only look at the last few
years to see what social effect this negating narcotic has had on the fiber (not hemp fiber either)
of our country. Look at the 60's, a· period of
collective insanity reflecting the initial fumigation
of middle America. Look lit the 70's, a lethargic
period amazingly like that often spoken of in connection with thisdangerous drug.

Legalization of. this dangerous, narcotic, killer
drug . would have some dire effects on the
economic state of ou,r great free enterprise
system. This was pointed out .clearly by Mr.
Charles Carroll recently in a'ietter to the LOBO.

We feel it to be much safer to ingest government inspected, certified, ,stamped, taxed and
okayed drugs like liquor and pills than some
weed grown in some dirty-dirt.
.
We also believe that a 20-year·old drug like
I

Dragnet. I feel Mr. stiatner was

We would like to add that when dealing with
the red thr!lat, the purple threat, and the paisley
green threat we should keep in mind we are·a
reds, whites and blues country ... not a greens
one. We also have a duty to protect our dwindling unnatural resources, like Coors, Kools, and
Compazine.
Kenneth Kietzke
Official Advfsor on Kitsch,
Slumber Party

.

point; as long as you enjoy him.
You seem to be upset with 'the
fact th~t so many people can and
do enjoy William Shatner, the
Eagles, and the Sunshine Band and
not Moshe Dayan. It isn't fair for
you to take those feelings out on
Mr. Shatner. A good reporter
reports facts. He goes not kl}owing.
If you went to see Mr. Shatner, you
shouldn't have had a preconceived
idea. But you apparently don't like
Star Trek and went with that in
mind. That is a quality of a poor
reporter and since you felt that, you
are not fair to the public or Mr.
Shatner. If you don't like
something, don't go. And if you do.
go, clear your mind because you
write for us not for you.
• Ramona Tafoya

Editor:
.
Who killed Th_e American Ear·
th?
The UNM Department of Music
almost did. Its presentation "The
President's Concert" last Sunday
was an example of a discipline
reaching beyond its bounds and
competency with an amateurish
projection of selections from the
Ansel Adams-edited book The
American Earth, while the Concert Choir and Orchestra rendered
lofty anthems.
The ;visual aspect of this audio·
visual "extravaganza" (as it, was
billed). had all the finesse of a high
school overhead-projection unit
demonstration.
Classic photographs among

by Garry Trudeau
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Intoxicant? ·
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Editor:
Re: Marijuana prohibition. 1 see
no reason why the law should
single
out
that
harmless,
anaesthetic intoxic'ant, marijuana,
from other more nauseous and, indeed, more toxic substan'ces such
as alcohol, tob.acco and soda·pop.
N'.C. Gordon
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The Orphic Theatre, an
Albuquerque theater group, will be
presenting Jonson's The AlchemistFriday, Saturday and Sunday.
Jonson would have loved the group
because the art of conning the
simple soul is not limited to the
stage but to whoever sells the tickets
to an unsuspecting public.
Last. night we attended a final
dress rehearsal of the play and we
would suggest that some more time
be taken by the group to work on
the play, like about six or seven
months.

The Orphic P,layers offer a
modern-dress versfon of Janson,
save a cloak or two. This goes down.
to the wire as we eventually have a
Spanish nobleman (or pseudonobleman) dressed in a Mexican
sombrero and a 17th-century
property owner who substitutes a
golf putter for a walking stick and
putts gel f balls in his rented living
room.

When J o~son wrote The
Alchemist, he was presenting
caricatures and stock characters',
like the lowly servant who is about
as dull and witless as Dicken's
Uriah Heep was "umble." The
audience is supposed to sympathize
and actually cheer for a swindler
and savor every detail as the pigeon
is about to be plucked featherless.
In one seen~ of The A /chemist, a
:Spanish noble with no apparent
comprehension of the English
language is about lo be taken by the
Alchemist and associates. The
Alchemist and his· wiley !'artner
delight in describing to the noble, in
English, hoo much of a buffoon
the man is and how he will be taken
to the cleaners.
These types of sce~es are the view
of human vice and dog-eat-dog
through the eyes of Joiison, the
satirist. With the help of the Orphic
players, the scenes are viewed more
as the flat vision in the blind eyes of
an Elizabethan playwrite dead for
more than 400 years. Instead of an
interpretive presentation, it is more
like necrophilia or grave robbing.
The real wit and comment of the
original play is lost in the
hollowness of the performance. In
plays like Bartholomew Fair and

those shown helped ga1n respect
for the photographic artist's contribution to art. Sunday's projection
only desecrated and shamed their
beauty,
- Dusty slides,- one randomly
recurring pattern in red or blue with
no
connection,
and-incredibly-the very creases in a
double-page spread from the book
were some glaring examples of
·
.amateurism.
.
And
to have""to watch the stiffly
formal performers illuminated continuously behind the mesh screen!
After all, aren't they there to be
heard, not seen?
Luckily for the UNM Department
of Music, this debacle wasn:t
widely publicized. Ansel Adams
and photography don't deserve
such bad exposure.
Daniel A. Shaffer

/lf&,H/:51
'\

The Alchemist, Jonson presents the
language, customs and habits of his
contemporary society. We see the
pompous nobles, the brawlers, the
bawdy wenches, the whoreson> and
the dull shopkeeper. Each of these
play a part in the social food chain,
out for themselves and consuming
the level socially beneath them.

.Audio Visuals Blur Impact

;~':::'
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Play Review by Orlando Medina
In his comedies, Be.n Jon son
loved the con man, scoundrel .or the
· social predator who lives by his or
her wits. Janson went as far as to
say, "Let them call it mischief;·
when it's past and prospered, it will
be virtue·." He was a social satirist
in the 17th century and was imprisoned at least twice for some of
his political com1)1ents.
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The only justice is poetic justice,

As for each individual player;
-William Weldon's "Face" is
more of a Leo Gorsey with a
Halloween-costume kit.
-Alan Dumas as the Alchemist
is fairly decent.
-Bill Pearlman's Sir Epicure
Mammon should be noted as a
good performance and it seems
Pearlman reads Janson and did not
rely on a Classics ll/ustrated comic
book fora character study.
-Sandi Carpenter is not a 17t(l
By Joel White
century wench (Dol Common) but
The UNM Uept. of Theatre Arts
. more of a smug pavement princess ·
whose "John'r turned o~t to _be Fall Repertory season begins
from the New York C1ty v1ce tonight at 8 p.m. in Rodey Theatre
with the opening of "Time Space,"
'squad.
an evening of dance performed by
the
UNM faculty and students.
-Jeffrey Hudson, Kastril, starts
As
with last spring's production,
to backslide.
"Time
Space" is a collection of
-Ellen Dowling as the exploited
works
from choreographers
mindless widow is comparable to a
currently
instructing at the
fifteen-year-old sex--starved groupy
University.
pawing at Mick Jagger's crotch.
Among the most renowned
She also suffers from having too
choreographers
appearing this
much dialogue-about five words.
season
will
be
the
dance duo of
-Bill Guinee played his role as
Lorn
MacDougal
and
Lee Connor.
the cynic and Spanish hobleman
will
perform
a
duct
and two
They
well,
solo~ choreographed by Ms.
MacDougal. MacDougal and
The Orphic name of the group Connor have performed extensively
comes from the ancient Greek across the country and in New
religion of Orpheus, Dionysis and York, and with their background in
the Mysteries. The name is quite improvisation the dances should be~
appropriate, because it is a mystery highly dramatic.
how the play can be performed for
A former UNM student, Kathy
(Continue-d on Papc 61
the public in its present state.

Rode_y .Repertor_y Opens
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$1.9-5
Fresh Popcorn
1-25 & Lomas
UNM Students Welcome

The Cultural Program Committee of the
Associated Students, UNM

!

.'

Present
•

The Ensemble of Early Music
Production of

c

Roman De Fauvel

o·

(The Story of an Ass)

0

r

s

A rowdy, raucous, 14th Century French street musical
Featuring singers and players of the Pro-Music Anti qua

c

. Sunday October 24- 8:15PM

0

0

r

s

Tickets: $6.00, $5.50, $5 .00, $4.00, $3.00
Students, Staff and Faculty V2 Price
Subscription to Mini Series still available at discount
Phone 277-3121
~~-
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ffinrnthon ffinn Delivers
As much As Promised
Marathon Man is showing at the Fox Winrock
at 7:30 and 9:45p.m.
Movie Review by Dan Humenick
John Schlesinger's Marathon Man is, the
newspaper ads inform us, a thriller. This may not
seem a very sturdy promise, since other recent films
proclaiming themselves "thrillers" have either qeen
boring (The Human Factor), completely incomprehensible (Killer Elite), or both (Three Days of
the Condor, Hustle, etc.). Marathon Man, however,
keeps its promise: it is a fast-paced, very exciting
chase film.
·

•

~

'

Review
of the
movies

There are three brilliant sequenc~s in Marathon
Man that are nearly in themselves worth the price of
~
admission. The best of the three is the previously menP-<
tioned torture scene. Szell, who has spent his old age
as a dentist, attempts to extract information from
Babe by drilling into Babe's front teeth and searing
Marathon .Man's very complex plot, reduced to
iheir
roots. This scene is guaranteed to make you hate
essentials, is this: Babe Levy (Dustin Hoffman), a
your
dentist
if you don't already. Szell speaks to Babe
relatively mousy Columbia University student, leads
in
the
painfully
familiar "comforting" manner we all
an uncluttered and uneventful life until his older
to
know
and loathe. "Going to college?"
have
come
brother, Doc (Roy Scheider), is murdered. A man we
Szell
asks.
"Enjoying
it, I hope?'' This is black humor
had seen earlier as one of Doc's business associates •
at its darkest.
·
tells Babe that Doc was killed for a reason. It seems
Doc was really some kind of agent for an obscure
The other scenes are filled with intense suspense. h
government bureau known as The Division, and he
one,
we see Babe lock himself in .his bathroom
was killed for knowing something he shouldn't. Babe
shadowy,
menacing forms search his apartment.
is then informed that the killers will undoubtedly
When
they
hear the slam of the door, they begin to
come after him-which they do. The rest of the film is
break
it
down
as Babe cries desperately for help. The
concerned with who Babe's antagonists are, and why
other
memorable
scene is the film's key chase. Babe
they want to kill him.
escapes from his captors and· flees into the night. This
scene, in which Babe barely outdistances his pmsuers,
It is a classic story )ine, used previously in dozens of
is filmed in the same nightmarish style as the moody
movies .and hundreds of television shows. Most of
night sc_enes from Taxi Driver.
these entertainments explained the reasons the
protagonist was caught in his predicament early on,
and then dwelled on the chase aspect of the story.
Marathon Man not only offers us a suspenseful, nearcontinuous chase, but also gives us the answers to the
mystery at a slow, 11neven pace, letting the viewer
figure things out. Marathon Man does not ask us to
leave our brains at horne. The film demands our full
attention. Without it, we would become hopelessly
There are several flaws, some of them minor (the
confused.
'
music is terrible, the opening car chase is sloppy, the
film is occasionally too ~low) but the major flaw is
What gives the film distinction is the acting. All the
huge and almost fatal to the film: the script often
major performers are excellent, especially Dustin
drops any pretense of logic or sense, We are never told
Hoffman and Laurence Olivier.
·
just what Doc's job in The Division was-or even
what The Division is. Babe's father committed suicide
(there are frequent flashbacks detailing this) but we
Hoffman has always been one of my favorite acare never told why, or what sig,nificance his death bas'
tors and as Babe he is at his very best. It is almost
to the rest of the story. Why does Szell, himself, walk
am~sing to watch him regress, in the course of the pic- into a Jewish neighborhood, prici1,1g diamonds, where
ture from a shy history major to a nervous wreck.
he is sure to be recognized? Why doesn't he send one
Hoffman certainly knows how to play this type of of his henchmen? Why are so many people killed, apcharacter. At one point, he awakens from unparently for no reason? And where does that soccer
consciousness to find himself strapped into a chair.
ball come from, anyhow?
When he realizes he is about to be tortured, his right
foot begins to twitch nervously, and soon the twitch
Marathon Man is an exciting enough movie to make
' travels up his leg directly into his torso, and does ~ot those mistakes (and a few others) forgivable. Who
stop until his whole body is inflicted with an insane
cares about logic, anyway? The film was intended to
case of the jitters;
give audiences a pulse-pounding night at the movies,
·
Laurence Olivier pla:;s the film's bad guy, Szell, an and that it does.

-

Distant Thunder is now showing
7:30-9:30, Don Ponchos
·
Review by Chris Hammond
::let in beautiful Bengal, India,
Distant Thunder, a poignant film,
deals with the effects of a far-away
World War II, pea~eful village.
Satyajit Ray, a native of Bengal,
wrote the screenplay, music and
directed the film.
The outcome is dramatic in its
simplicity; it is unlike any "war
movie" ever done.
After 18 films, this is Ray's first
film in color, and the treatment is a
vibrant view of lush-green j11ngle
and deep-orange sunsets.
Distant Thunder depicts the manmade famine of 1943 that resulted
in the death of 5 million Bengalis,
focusing on the only Brahmin in the
village and his wife.
The Brahmin is set up for the
e·asy life of priest, schoolteacher
and "medicine man" in return for
the services of the villagers.
The village is tranquil an<! the
only evidence of the war they do
not understand are the occasional
glimpses through the trees of
fighter planes in formation.
While the thunder of war increases, food becomes harder to
find and the people in the village
slowly find themselves victims of
the oncoming famine.
Ray delicately portrays the
socio-economic breakdown of the
village through sequences of human
relationships, strengthened and

· - - - - - ---

·

-

.broken.
.
Near the end, . the desperate
situation causes the Brahmin to
question the caste which has made
him helplessly elite, untouchable
and unable to care for himself.
The movie is effective through its
subtle and sedate pace.
Distant Thunder was made in
1973, the same year of the
Bangladesh famine, which gives the
film a double-edged impact.
· Satyajit Ray is an internationally
respected director who has made 20
films in two decades; .films which
explore humanity in his native
Bengal.
Ray· said he can~t work anywhere
else. "I work under conditions of
extreme freedom. I write my films,
cut them, do the designing, operate
the camera, write the m11sic, the
advertising and often dictate the
theatre (in India) in which the film
will play." .
The soundtrack is in Bengali
with subtitles and the music is
Indian, both in keeping with the
delicacy of the film.·
1 almo·st wonder if this film is too
skillful to be appreciated by
Albuquerque.
I haven't seen another Ray work
but Distant Thunder makes me
wonder what I've missed.

-~

(Continued rrom page 5)

Robens, who has studied for the
past three years in New York will
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This. se.aso..n, ticket .P.rices. for
UNM students have been lowered
rrom $I. so to $I.oo for all
repertory shows, irtcluding "1'he ·
Ballad of The Sad Cafe" opening
Oct. 30 and "The Taming of the
Shrew"openingNov.3.

.

r

Hokona Cellot

0
0'
0

8:00Pm
Ftidoy, October 22, 1976
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(Qttoons • ffiQtX Brothers
ChQrlle (hQplln • Little RQSCQIS
LQurel & HQrdy • The Three Stooges

The Gulld
Theatre's

Albuquergue
Premier

Food o.nd Drinks
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Distant Thunder
7:30&9:30

Every M
and Tues.
lAST 2 DAYS!
THE SEA HAWK 1:05-7:30
Errol Flynn, Flora Robson, Claude Hams

THE CHARGE OF THE
LIGHT BRIGADE 3:00-9:20
Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, David Niven
SUN., OCT. 24 THRU TUES., OCT. 26

GENTLEMAN JIM
Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith, Ward Bond

OBJECTIVE, BURMA
Errol Flynn, George Tobias

The Beautifully Redecorated

SUNSHINE THEATRE
Central At 2nd 242-9741
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monday
Free Film
Bowery
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Ou.tFor A..Night
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Watering
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LOUISIANA MALL-Three
theatres presenting four films.
A double feature of Diana Ross
in Ludy Sings the Blues and
Mahogany on one screen. Second
time around for both flicks. Ross is
excellent as Billie Holiday but her
Mahogany is laminated.
Hawmps and Benji's Life Story
are on the second screen. In
Hawmps, imagine grown frontier
fighters chasing camels for reasons
other than loneliness. Benji's Life
Story is ii short biography of the
cute puppy who probably earns
more money than the teamster's
union.
More old Disney, Fantasia, is the
last choice and played tricks with
visuals and classical music long
before Stanley Kubrik.
Fantasia plays at 7:15 and 9:25
p.m. for other movie times call2994412.
THE
MALL
CINEMA-Another )'leek of
Superbug, Super Agent. James
Bond's Astin Martin would grind
its gears at the thought of a freeworld spy designed by Adolph
Hitler. The movie plays at 7:25 and
9:05p.m.
MONTGOMERY PLAZA-Be'
scared out of asking for your
mopey back at M Plaza Two with
Mansion of the Doomed at 7:45
and 9:25p.m.
M PLAZA ONE-offers J.D. 's
Revenge at 8 p.m. and Shanghai
Killers at 6:15 and 9:45 p.m.
M PLAZA THREE-brings
back Tom McLaughlin as Billy
.lack. This is your big chance to see
the stereo-type lone-wolf cowboy
who substitutes the quick justice of.
a tall oak and a short hemp ropefor
a quick kick in the face. Shows at
7:30 and 9:30p.m.

o.tthe

EASTDALE-If you miss Billy
SUNSHINE-Specializing in
Jack at Montgomery Plaza, then some of the best old Hollywood
you can miss it at Eastdale, same movies. This week is a double
times, also.
feature of Errol Flynn in The Sea
GA LERIA
TWIN
Hawk and The Charge ofthe Light
THEATRE-If you want to Brigade. These are movies to enjoy
remember your real past as a little and not made to bother with
league baseball player, see The Bad psychological undertones. Sea
News Bears with Walter Matthau Hawk shows at 7:30p.m. and Light
and Tatum O'Neal. Plenty of slurs, Brigadeat9:20 p.m.
HOFFMANTOWN-A light
drinking, swearing and the coaches
family comedy called The Sex
act up too at 7:35 and 9:30p.m.
The second . screen displays a Machine.
double feature of Shampoo and A light family comedy because its
California Split. Sort of a easier to believe than a kung fu
California Splitends combination. cowboy
or
an
animated
Shampoo at 9:30 p.m. and Yolk swagen. 7 : 30 an d9 : 10 p.m.
California Split at 7 :30 p.m.
7 . -----------'-'''-"'_u"-".:..".:..'"::.".:..P'::::'".:..''"::_'
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-••• Dance

"Mirage" will be performed by
alternate dancers during the five
performances or ''Time Space.''
.
.
. Geraldine Glover's heady, down. ·
}
to-earth style of modern .dance will
~
be presented in "A Whale."
Featuring. 10 modern. dancers and
the mus1c of Herbie Hancock,
Eddie Harris and Steve Rech, "A
"
·
Whale" will undoubtably contain
many s11rprises for the audience. ·
"Greening," choreographed by
Jennifer Predock, is a non-cerebral
dant;e piece created for enjoyment
and visual pleas\lfe. "Greening"
will. also be performed by alternatmg dancers.
~
Predock, who is also the dance
coor'dinator for the entire
prod11ction said the diversity of
62 Pitcher . , . , .. . ,
styles and talents of the
.
choreogr~p~ers will blend ~o create
18 Oz... Schoone-r • ·• • " • • • • ·• 49
an exc1tmg exploration of
1·2· OZ· Mug ·
.
movement, both spatially and
·
• • • • • • • • " • • • • ' ••
_
temporally.
Pina Coladas, Mai Ta.is, Tequills Sunrises . , ....... ,89 , After opening this eveni.ng,
"Time Space". will be performed
·
.
··
.
.
again tomorrow, Oct. 23 and Oct.
~bsolutelyTheBestPrfceslnTown
29; Nov. s ~nd N~v. 11. All pe!·F.· ·tu· • g the G.Y. RO..-.A. Unique Greek
Sandwich)
formances Will. begm at 8. p . m. m
. .ea nn .
.
. ·
RodeyTheatre. ·

,,,,

GUILD THEATRE-The
umpteenth presentation of Janis, a
documentary on the pill-popping,
boozing late queen of rock 'n' roll.
it. competes wit.h the King of Hearts
to see whieh shows more often in
the University area. Call 265-0220
for times or just wait a couple of
months for the next showing.
ENCORE-Robert
Downey's
version of a zoot-suit heaven called
Greaser's Palace. A new meaning
to "Rock of Ages" at 7 and 10:20
p.m.
. DON PANCHO'S-Distant
Thunder starts tonight. See review
on page 6.
LOBO-Burnt Offerings. Oliver
Reed and Bette Davis don't deserve
Karen Black who is possessed by
the spirit of a house. She acts like
aluminum siding. At 7:05 and 9:25
p.m.
HILAND-A Disney double
feature topped by Snow While and
the
Seven
Dwarfs.
Old
Disney-before he discovered its
cheaper to hire volkswagens as
movie stars. Showing at 9:30 p.m.
Tacked on is, No Deposit/No
Return at 7:35p.m.
}'0 X- WIN ROCK-Dustin
Hoffman and Laurence Olivier in
Marathon Man. See review on page

'Distant Thunder'
Pc ·_,--1ont movie

-

FestivQI"

•
•
•..•.....•.............................•.....•...............•.•........
•
•

LOBO

ex-Nazi prison-camp Kommandant responsible for
the death of thousands of Jews. Olivier plays the
character so expertly that I actually hated and feared ·
him at the same moments. The first time he is on
screen he looks like a l;larmless old man, but this is just
one of Szell's devices used to fool and overpower his
enemies. In reality, he is deadly, and he strikes with
swift, terrifying violence.
'
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Free Film
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Steinberg Performs 1n Popejoy
Review by Orlando Medina
The then Jefferson Airplane shocked the television audience by wearing
heavy stage make-up and flashing a power salute, all in support of the
Black Panthers. The group sang "Lather" accompanied with nose licks. A
pseudo-Ralph Williams sold used cars and a used Southeast Asian War.
Later the series, which sparked the new age of television comedy and
entertainment, was canceled as a result of a censorship battle with the
network. Everyone had expected the TV censors to finally crack down on
the Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour.
Although the censorship battle had a number of causes, it was rumored
that the comedy routines of one freshman comic had a lot to do with the
final demise of th~ Brothers. Last Tuesday night the comic, David
Steinberg, now a regular substitute for Johnny Carson, played a benefit
show for a local candidate for the district attorney's office.
"Venus, oh Venus." "Who's the man that would give his life for his
feffowman-Shaft,"
But, seriously folks, if I close my eyes real tight and hum my favorite
songs to myself, maybe I can forget that there was a local supper club band
warming up the audience for Steinberg. Spinning Wheel, complete with
"music for your dancing and dining enjoyment," brought a new peak to
live Muzak along with cast-off Benny Youngman routines. Enough said
about a tepid warm-up group,
"I know exactly what Jerry Ford is thinking when he signs a bill. G-E-RA ... ~~
A rather small crowd gathered in Popejoy Hall, including Gov. Jerry
Apodaca, to hear DavidSteinberg comment on the dictionary definition of
the word "bullshit" and that Dr. David Rueben knows of four types of
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"Bigger Than Both of Us"/Daryf producer). The album starts wtth
& John Oates/RCA APJJ- . "Back Together Again." The piece
has a nice falsetto background that
~ 1467·
blends into a nice harmony. This
z
Record Review by George Gesner
Aerosmith, Bruce Springsteen, piece along with "Rich Girl" and
00
v Bob Seger and Thin Lizzy have one "Do What you Want, Be What
~' thing in common. They lost to Hall You Are" is getting a lot of airplay ..
The piece reminds me of Box
a.. & Oates in the Rock Awards show
Skaggs' recent musical ventures and
for best new group.
Now all five groups listed above has a saxophone solo by Scott that
aren't new groups, but have singles is right up front. The piece is abo-·
a singer on the co~eback trail.
th<lt are making it this year.
"Rich Girl" is a catchy uptempo
Speaking of awards, Hall & Oates
received a gold record for "Sara piece with rhythms set by a crisp
Smile" and are assured another and sharp electric piano. The song
with a re-release of "She's Gone" is about a woman who is shielded
from the real world by money and
this year.
thrills.
Daryl Hall.& John Oates were in
"Crazy Eyes" starts ofL with
an obsc\lre band with well-known
producer Tom Sellers (A~sembled some nice acoustic guitar which sets
Multitude) and singer/songwriter up the smooth vbcals and floats
Tim Moore called Gulliver. Tl:le around with romantic lyrics. The
band had a short lifetime in the late
60's.
Hall & Oates' (new group?) fifth
album follows Whole Oates,
Abandoned Luncheonette, War
Babies, Daryl Half and John Oates.
The group has been getting rave
reviews on a recent concert tour
with musicians Stephen Deens variety of rhythm and melody
(bass), Todd Sharp (guitar), Dave make the song a nice one.
Kent (keyboards) and Eddie Zyne
·"Do What You Want, Be What
(drums).
You Are" is a rhythm & blues
On Bigger Than Both of Us Hall number. that patterns itself after the
& Oates are accompanied by the hit single "Sara Smile." "Kerry"
cream of the crop -of session ends the first side of the album. The
musicians. Names that appear on music undergoes a rock approach
this album appear on hundreds of with pop vocals. Bond shatters the
other albums and those names are airways on lead guitar.
The second side is basically
Jim Gordon, Ed Greene, Leland
Sklar, Tom Heasley, Tom Scott and following a rock format compared
Christopher Bond (album's to the R&B format on the first side.
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Daryl Hall, John Oates and Friend
"Falling" starts off slow and gentle
like a calm blues number and seems
it is destined to be a tranquil Jove
Excellent poetic lyrics and a rock- song. Somewhere in the middle of
ballad tone accompany "London the number an echoed voice
Luck,. & Love," the B-side's debut. reverberates the 1~.st word in the
song.
song, "Falling." From there the
piece goes spacy like the cover of
The prime rocker of the album,
the album, The strings and synguarJtnteed to leave you out of thesizer combine to attack you with
breath as you dance along, is its energy and inspiration. The song
"Room To Breather." Hall & is a perfect one to start a dream
Oates & Co. sound like a mild with.
version of Foghat-on this one..
This format was used successfully
on the last Hall & Oates album.

"You'll Never Learn" is a basic
rock number with no signs of
excellent moments that will keep
the song in Rock's Historical
Tunes. The lyrics are also obscure
and morbid.
The album ends with my favorite
piece on the album, "Falling."

Hall & Oates have risen from a
60's band, Gulliver, to a duo in the
70's reserved for small music
cliques to a band that is receiving
respect and praise from the n. ·ic
world.

erections~

Coincidentally, the man for whom the benefit show was staged will be
charged with (if elected) the prosecution of anyone who violates the
Albuquerque pornography ordinance.
"Danny Thomas once told me it doesn't matter what size audience you
perform for, just give them your best. I said, 'Puck you, Danny."
But seriously folks ... David Steinberg is an excellent comedy performer,
He is a professional comedian and one of the more popular current labels:
"social satirist."
Steinberg's routines cover everything from Richard Nixon to his first
sexual encounter. As he says, "I pick on everyone."

Hall & Oates are y
&lly
becouu .. ~ <uperstars, 'The\ have
f-· ' " h· : in the musical spec: filling it up with their
t, -genuir
.yle of music. Rate this
albu:n .o A.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

..so 7HA~ mu amr. £/oK)(J(jf{

YOU GOT 70 Be ONME! MY 810
~RICK R/3{)f&/lN, IQA§N'r 711&
ACC REPOitfel<."! REASON FO!<.
'10/J SIJ(JN{) LIKE THIS 0/N/'/ER!
A ~sRAPIO
I

... movie. Guide -Cont.
fConlinut>d !rom

pa~;r

"The word buf{shit is now in Webster's dictionary. For new.~ media in
the audience that is under the fetter B."
Obscenity and comedy are definitely in the mind of the beholder and the
congregated minds in the audience had a lot to behold. While Steinberg is
not obscene, especially to college audiences and major night clubs, it was
interesting to observe that segment of the Popejoy audience who paid $25
and $50 a person for entertainment and a contribution for a political
campaign.
At 'least twice Steinberg humorously apologized if he offended any
portion of the audience .
"Cheryl had breasts the size of Ethiopia. "
The $50-ticket holders grinned sheepishly with a Saturday night wicket
twinkle in their eyes because this kind 0f sh-- is not in their newspapers or
on their TV screen. Their children will not become potential perverts who
will bring the bulwark of freedom in the Western World to her knees. And
after all, iCs not like this is a speech by Earl Butz. This is the kind of
material to be repeated at cocktail (excuse me, male genitalia combined
with a posterior) party.
"Peop{e weren't concerned abolll the sexual part of Wayne Hayes and
Elizabeth Ray, It was the money and financial part of the affair. I figure it
cost us about~ penny each to f(ive the old guy pleasure. "
David Steinberg is a good modern-genre comedian. The problem is an
audience that really hasn't changed much since the original Smothers
Brothers TV show. Steinberg will be on CBS starting iiJ January,

7)
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SUB THEATRE-Friday and
Saturday nights, the reasonably
priced theatre tucked away in the
stucco bowels of the Union
Building 'presents Emile de
Antonios'
Underground.
Antonios, of Milhouse fame, interviews the Weather Underground
in a documentary film Nostalgia,
but not in the sense of Errol Flynn
jumping from deck to deck: More
in the line of those happy, carefree
people who helped urban renewal
by blowing up buildings. Shows at 7
and 9:15p.m.
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We'll have a button for you at the door...:
good for drinks, and a chance for football,
basketball trips, and more TN IF specials,
It's Happening This Friday.
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Huvc yow~ own rocks concert;
ju~t pour Southern Comfort
Overil'e.und turn·nn tho music.
Neat! Sup~r with mlu, 7UP,
tonir, orunge juic~ ur tnilk!

Southern Comfort" on· the-rocks!
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q
Walkill!! into the showca;c that fj
was the home of Mr. and
__
M".---, l was suddenly pushed "'
aside into a miasmn of a,
Albuquerque hot shots as the head
honcho was escorted into the living
room. The head honcho was a pintsized comedian who claimed he
wagered "a gram" on the Cincinnati Reds.
Being more interested in the
main feature of the reception, l
hurried off to the champagne bar,
bumping into a high official in state
politics (the governor, I believe)
who claimed l1e was, of all things, a
Yankee fan. "Tis a .sad state of affairs in New Mexico," thought I,
"when its governor surpons a
group of losers in pin stripes."
Having well indulged in the free
bubbly I wandered toward; what
the audience had paid $50 for- after bouncing off several walls and
some guy who cla1med he was Ira
Robinson, I encountered the soggy
scrambled eggs and overripe carrotcolored melons. Not without some
feeling of nostaliga did I ingest the
eggs along with the other
steatopygics gathered around. Yes,
the e~gs brought back those four
long years of dormitory living and
La Posada pseudo-food.
After passing two pin'" 0f Irishgreen micturition I proc~cued :·ack
to the parking lot, flanked by a
giant red-and-white cggb~dter
resembling one of the co-stars from
the old "whirlybirds" show, and
successfully removed my clothe~.
Placing my clothc.s in a ncar pile I
soon ascertained that the whole
evening was a hallucination a~ I lay
awake, supine l assure you. at a
well-known barroom in Golden,
N.M.
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Sylvia Porter's Money Book/A von Books/paperb back, $:3,95/1105 pages
~
nook Reviews by Lynda Sparbcr
,_,
Money: "How to Earn It, Spend It, Save It, Invest
8 It, Borrow l!,And Use It Jo Better Your Life."
'R
Such a quantitative survey of money management is.
C)
::;;: a lot to ask for from one book, let alone one author,
~ But columnist Sylvia Porter is probably one of the
only~if not the only-economists in the country who
, could adequately deal with such a project.
S ·Money Book was a good buy when it came out as a
1;), two-volume hard-bound set. In paperback, it is more
d:: than a bargain, it is a necessity for persons of any
· financial status.
MB is broken down into four main parts: everyday
matters, milestones, managing your money, and your
rights and how to get them. There the generalities stop
and the down-to-earth, usable and understandable
specifics begin.
Porter's book does not deal with "get-rich-quick"
schemes. Instead, she offers inside information on
how to use what money you have to the best advantage and how to develop a greater purchasing
powero
She approaches such areas as wills, budgets, insurance, allowances, stocks, loans and savings in an

z

LOBO
Book
Review

easy, almost conven,ational style. :,he dcf1ncs and explains confusing terms ("inflation guard endorsement," ·~encumbrance,'' ''waiver -or tort
liability," etc,)o
Ever the consumer advocate, Porter deals with
almost every aspect imaginable where money transactions occur and particularly where the consumer
needs extreme caution.
Shopping and comparison pricing, selecting daycare centers, land bargains, employment agencies-the issues discussed in the 1105-page book
literally cover everything, even sewing and how to approach a job interview. The index alone covers 38
pages.
NeverSay-Die House Plants/ Elvin
While the average college student will find many of McDonald! Popular Library, $1.50
the topics applicable to their own needs, Porter also
includes a brief guide to budgeting specifically for
I've tried to convince myself that
students.
I don't care about the fatalities
College students are also given advice on financing , among my plant friends. Not that I
their education, degree programs, resume services, have any great emotional tie with
renting procedures and career selection.
my coleus, but I do admit to tying
Porter assumes the reader pretty much knows drooping branches to sticks with
nothing but is still no dummy. A lot of what she says dental floss as a last-ditch effort .for
is common sense, but with an added insight of their salvation.
someone who knows that, when it comes to money, no
Never-Say-Die House Plants
one is common and sense is not always so obvious.
would have been a better to have
had around when I was first
choosing plants, but it at least tells
what to do or not do once you have
them.

To Perform

October 24

PrQ·gue String QuQrtet
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By Robert Grebe
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Book Helps Spot
Plant Problems

Czech Group

..

Extraterrestrial Expert
Speaks on Exploration

Many years ago the Prague
Quartet earned its reputation as the
greatest of Czechoslovakia's major
string quartets, and its top billing
among ·Europe's finest. Formed
originally during the inter-war years
by Ladisla v Cerny, it resumed
public performance. in !956 with
first violinist Bratislav Novotny
(who had occupied the same chair
in the original group) and second
- violinist Karel Pribyl. Violist
Lubomir Maly, and cellist Jan Circ,
both former members of the Prague
Radio Symphony, joined the ensemble in the late 60s.

Author Elvin McDonald insists
that "only a plastic plant is impossible to grow." However, he
isn't like many plant-book wizards
who will try to tell you your
bathroom is suitable for orchids
and your closet for cactus.
The main direction of the book is
to point the reader right from the
onset in a direction which will find
plants especially suited for a
particular type of environment.

McDonald's writing is obviously
more than that of a man who
knows a lot about plant~ and
The Prague Quartet will perform decides to tell all. The book is well
on Sunday, Oct. 24, at 4 p.m. The organized, straightforward and
concert will take place at the First blessfully illustrated with a great
United Methodist Church, Fourth many photographs instead of vague
and Lead Sts. SW. Tickets are $4. drawings of plants. He is, after all,
For more information, telephone garden
editor
of "House
243-5646.
Beautiful" and editorial consuliant
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One-hundred and forty pages are
devoted to plants which are flexible
enough to live almost anywhere.
The alphabetized list could use an
index, since some plants are
mentioned. in other parts of the
book. Each plant is characterized
according to, among other things,
its pronunciation, common name,
light and soil needs, method of
propagation, uses, problems and a
general comment on its .nature.

A colloquium on "Environmental Research Laboratories:
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)" has been
scheduled for today at 4 p.m., in
Room I 84 of the UNM Physics and
Astronomy Building,
The colloquium will feature Dr.
Wilmot N. Hess, head of the
Environmental
Research
Laboratories of the NOAA, U.S .
Department of Commerce, in
Boulder, Colo.
Hess is recognized for his work in
the area of space physics. He is the
author of several scientific papers
and review articles and has also
written three monograph~ which
are highly regarded by the. scientific
community.
Refreshments will be served in
the lobby of the building at 3:30
p.m. Hess will be available in the
lobby during this time to speak to
interested individuals.
Persons interested in an appointment with Hess.oshould make
arrangements by contacting
Professor H.S. Ahluwalia of
0
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Saturday At Rosa's
Red Sky & LB. Cottonwood
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With A

Rabbit Roast
starting At 3 PM
On Saturday October 30 and
·. Halloween October 31

Look Out For
· That· Big Bad
Bo Diddley
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Go SMiles N. Of Bernalillo On I-25To Algodones
..
867-9983
'

NM·PIRG M!Jds students to work on a ln)t

donating u pint of blood todny. The RCMC Blood
mobi\lliS on tho se~ond floor opposite tlll"' Jab, op('n
11:30 ;1,m, to 5:30p.m. this nfll'rnoon.

r~form/solnr energy and C"ommrvatlon 11rojcct.
Credit offNcd, or llOn·('rt;>dit.. b<1si~. PinG Office,

107·C Cornl.'ll SE, or call277·2757:

DallroOtn· DnnCe Club will mcel at the
Ballroom at 7 p.m. a.l\
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OKIE'S
Friday's Happy Hour
Free Cheese And Bread

3-6
All Weekend
Boogie To

IIENJOY''
''lliexpanslvo libations Ali
Effleaclous l:ntartalnmont"

UNM's department of physics and
astronomy.

B EF Analyzes
UNM Projects
For Approval
A masters degree program for
UNM's Theater Arts Department
is scheduled to be proposed to the
Board of Educational Finance for
approval at this month's meeting,
Friday and Saturday on the New
Mexico State <:ampus in Las
Cruces.
The board is also scheduled to
analyze budgets of some of the
special projects and programs at
UNM, among them, the School of
Medicine, the Cancer Center, and
the Student Exchange Program.
The Board of Educational
Finance must approve all programs
and finances in institutions of high
eoucation in· the state in order for
the programs to be presented to the
State Legislature.
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GOLD

i

Spiced Ice
This Weekend At Your

j

Uncle. Nasty's
A Good Place To Make Friends"
•

Entertainment 7 Nites 4418 Central S.E .
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Tickets Are Available
At Sub Box Office
And At The General Store
Limited Seating

Isl11.mic Society mt!ots C!v,cry' .l'LitiiiY mr ,Joma'.s
prny at the Univcrsit~~Chapel', l2:20 p.m.

~
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Laboratory Colloquium Scheduled.

"The Most
Inexpensive Spirits
To Be Found Anywhere"

...:.

Orthodox Bahai Failh now holding fire~ides.
Moilday~ at 8 p.m. at 408 D Maple NE.

bershlp. Requirements include a, 3.0 GPA. For fur·

ther infonnation, contact Denni~ Mcwshaw at '1.77·
3105 or Julie Ann Holand nt.277<ltl94
AUcntion nil Henlth Rci[ln{'('S students. UrgcntJ
You nrf' ncc>dt'd for at ECMC to ht•lp S!\Vc a life hy

ior this <'Ginmn

Applicants for the computer dating program offered at UNM a month
ago will soon be receiving the names of prospective dates in the mail.
Mike Bush, student coordinator of the program, said, ''The results of all
UNM applications for computer dating are now on their way to
Albuquerque from Bloomington, Ind.," where they were processed by the
Interpersonal Research Corp. ·
Bush said that a dance, free to computer daters, has been tentatively
scheduled for the weekend of Nov. 13, about a week after the mailing of
names to participants. The dance wilL be held in the SUB ballroom, if
renovation is finished; otherwise, it will be held in Hokona's Cellar.

~·

ol13cr¥dilllo

picked up in tilt: Alumni Office, 200 Sllll, Monday
through Frltlny from 8 a.m. to S J).m,

(1>

Computer Date Update

I probably still won't sit and chat
with my plants after reading
McDonald's book; but, I won't be
forced into threatening them into
getting with it, either. I've already
used the book time and again, while
my other plant books are gathering
dust. In general, Never-Say-Die is
well worth the money, especially
when you consider the money you
lose everytime a plant of yours
fails.

LDbD

?olic.Y for L1p Servico··Notieet• run thii! oay,
before and tl1e day or the cvt.mt, 6paco available.
Notices are not accepted by ph.one; Organlznt.ions
may pick up forms to mail in to the LOBO,
Deadline for nO~ires is 4:30 p.m. the day before
publication. The T~OAO reserves the right to edit
:notice-s and dclf.>lt• those eonsidorctl inappropria

New Student Re~i~!er.s have nrrived ond c<~n be

z

Gamma Tbeln Upsilon, the geography honor
sociely, is now acccPLitig applications for mcm·

•

(l

1,

De:nili!l'"i~ 1\l(w '

'1:1

White Houlie Fellowships OPim competition for one ~
)'eurwork assignments with executive branch orricials o ·
in Washington, D.C. Applicnms must be 23·35 by ~-~o
Sept. 1977 nnO US citi7.ens, Applicutlon deadlJnc is '""'""'
Nov. JS. Contact Lym:ecal '}.77-4467.
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of"Popular Gardening Indoors."
The cute stuff, like what to talk
to your plants about, is missing.
But there is a chapter on listening to
plants- detecting early warning
signals of plant problems.
McDonald also deals with lighting,
temperature,
and
watering
1 problems.
Step-by-step photos supplement
the explanations [or transplanting
adult plants and starting baby ones.
There is even a chapter giving the
addresses of mail-order houses
carrying the plants suggested by the
book.

existence of Unidentified Flying
Carl Sagan, author of Cosmic Qbjects. He called Scientology,
Connection and consultant to Astrology, the Bermuda Triangle, ·
NASA on the Viking II project, the theory of ancient astronauts .
said there is ·no firm evidence that and the ability of extra sensory
life exists elsewhere in the universe perception "bamboozles of con-·
although· statistical analysis would temporary America.''
favor it.
"A little practice of skepticism
Sagan held a news conference would do us all a lot of good," he
Wednesday afternoon and lectured said. "If there were scientific ways
on extraterrestrial exploration at to establish the reality of ghosts I
· Popejoy Hall that evening".
would be all for it."
He said it was likely that someAt the lecture Sagan stayed away
form of life exists somewhere in this from "mysticism" and spoke in
galaxy but probably riot in human scientific terms al:iout life forming
.form.
processes and their traces in the
"The nature of the evolutionary solar system.
process is such that even if you
He said the existence on Jupiter
started earth' out all over again the of high temperatures, high pressure
chances are very low that you zones and certain gases were good
would come up with anything as .signs that the planet may or may
unique as the human being.'"
. have supported some forms of life.
He said there has been no
Sagan showed slides taken by
"substantial" effort to try.· to
Viking I and II of Mars and excommunicate with life on another plained the probably cause of its
planet. Projects like Viking and · unique terrain. Rivers flowed on
radial telescopes are good ways of the planet some billion years ago he
trying to reach extraterrestrial life. said and their dust filled beds still
But we need more Viking projects twist across it. The temperature and
and more radial telescopes, he said. pressure were higher then, but so
Sagan said there has been no far there are no signs of !if~ on
evidence to substantiate the Mars.

Memorial Fund in "Denmark offers mnximum
SSOOO for l2·month study p~osram to Americans age
21--40, t\ppllcatiOI)S m!,l.y b;: obtained rrom (he
American-Scnndlnavtan Fot.ndatlon; 131(chartg~
Division: 127 East 73r(:j St.; New York, N.Y. 10021,
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Reds Bench Yanks to Win Series

NEW YORK (UP!)- A
.g ·rejuvenated Johnny Bench, a
U broken down part of the HBig Red
0 Machine" duri'ng the season,
o helped the Cincinnati Reds become
.D
o the first National League team in
-;;:, 54 years to win a consecutive World
·a Series Thursday night by crashing a
a pair of homers and driving in five
8 · runs to spark a 7-2 trium over
·;;: the New York Y
t;

plctcd a four-game ;weer.
It marked the first four-game
'sweep in the World Series since
1966 when the Baltimore Oriples
took the Los Angeles Dodgers. In
winning back-to-back World
Championships, the Reds became
the first NL team since th·c 1921-22
New York Giants to achieve that
distinction.

'<!)

~h

would emerge as the hero of the
final game. He struggled through
the worst season of his big league
career, Bothered by injuries, he
batted only .234 and hit just 16
home runs with 74 RBI's. But
throughout his career, he has
always had the rerutation of
coming through in the big games
and once again he responded to the
chal'

Bench's first big moment came in
the fourth inning. The Reds trailed
1-0, but quickly tied the score when
Joe Morgan walked, stole second
and scored on a two-out single by
George Foster, Bench, batting
seventh in the Reds' powerful
lineup, then unloaded a drive off
Ed Figueroa that his off the left
field foul pole. It was Bench's

It was the second clutch home
run for Bench in post-season com-.
petition this year. He hit a dramatic
two-out homer in the ninth inning
of the third game of the NL playoffs against Philadelphia and the
Red> went on to win that game.
Bench finished the Series with
eight hits in 15 at bats and received
Spot'/ ':'~~~~~·:_
award as Most
Valuable
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Max's QB Life
Ended AtASU
By Russ Parsons

PEACE CORPS
VISTA
'!\pplicution~ a\·nilablc for AStJNM'~ lli.!a marl..t.•t
to be l1t~ld Tuey,, Oct. 26 on the Mall. Appltcatiou'lo ..
arc available through ASUN~1 offkc, Rm. 242 of
SUB.
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The Lobos haven't missed
him-not a bit. The reason is
that, after a year as a redshirt,
'Hudspeth is the starting cornerback
for UNM and has intercepted four
passes so far this season.
"That was a bad experience,"
Max grinned. "But that was two
Max Hudspeth
years' ago. Those were different
circumstances and it was a different
'
'
situation."
Daily Lobo
.
When he suffered the injury he
was one of the circle of "musical
quarter backs" · that coach Bill
Mond t ran in and out after Steve
Myer suffered a knee injury. Now,
he is the leader of a defensive backfield that could best be described as something he was always behind me
all the way."
talented, but inexperienced.
When he graduated from high
In the Sun Devils, that green crew
might meet the team with, the school (as a 'prep All-America
potential to be the best passing quarterback) Max's father was
. head coach at UTEP, and he
squad in the nation.
"ASU's the best team we've recruited Max for the Miners.
"We talked about it a Jot when I
played_ so far," Hudspeth said.
"It'll 'probably be the best team was coming out of high school, but.
I decided that the best thing for me
we'IJ play_all year."
The SuriDevils, 1-4, have not lost was to go someplace else. I wanted
. to the Lobos since 1942 and, despite to get away from home. He backed
their terrible record to' date, they it aU the way.
"1 gave up a chance to play for
are still in the running for the
the
best coach in the world but I
Western Athletic Conference
don't
regret coming here at all. I
football' crown as they have only
reaJly wanted to help build this
one league Joss-to Wyoming.
team," he said. "A Jot of people
Most of the key cogs in the of- don't realize it but this is still a
fensive machine that won ASU its rebuilding team.
No. I ranking last season (after a
"We want to play in a·bowl game
Fiesta Bowl win over Nebraska) are and we want to make this program
returning this year .
something this city can be proud of,
"We've got to respect their something to bring attention to this
passing game,' Hudspeth said. city.
"With two people lil<e Jefferson
''I remember when I was working
and Mucker, who can really fly, out in Detroit, I was sitting around
you've gotto."
.
talking with Lem Barney and
The Lobos are coming off one of Charlie Sanders and Dennis
their most disappointing losses in Franklin and one of them asked me
years. Their drive for the WAC where I played. I told them that I
crown was stalled by a one-point went to the University of New
loss to Wyoming last week. It was Mexico and Dennis Franklin said
especially hard to take, because the 'Oh yeah, we played an exhibition
UNM players felt that they had game there.'
outplayed the Cowboys.
•"I looked at Lem Barney then I
"That's' part of being an told Franklin that they had played
athlete," Max said. "You've got to in Mexico City. He said 'Yeah, isn't
come back from it- but it is hard that where you play?'
to get it out of our systems."
"1 just said yeah and told him
Max knows all about athletes; he · about playing in the Carribean
has lived with them. all his life. His Coastal League' and Playing the
father, Tommy, was recently Virgin Islands and the Bahamas:
named head coach of the Detroit Some people really think New
Lfons after serving as their per- Mexico is in another country.''
sonnel director and being head
coach at Brigham Young and
'UTEP.
Hudspeth wears a small blue and
silver enamel Lion helmet on a
chain around his neck. "It's not
Will Be Available
something many people get to
experience," Max said of being a
Beginning Oct. 18
coach's son. "But I'm glad I did;
At the StuIt's not easy, being a coach's kiddent
Informathere's a lot of pressure on, you .•
tion
Center
Everybody knows who you are.
With Valid lD IntheSUB
"But rriy dad never pushed me
and rhe Book"
into anything and once I got into
store
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QUESTION: Can a 'respectable, non-computorized dating

.

bureau live down the reputation of. some of its predecessors?

ANSWER: We hope so! We've.just opened as a Dignified, ]
Confidential Introduction Service for Sincere Single People
(no "swingers") who are Seeking Each Other. We offer a
fair deal: great care in matching compatibility, private in·troductions and a money-back cdntract, for a reasonable
fee. Interested? Call us for information:
COMPATIBILITY, UNLlMlTED.
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SENIORS/GRADS IN
PLACEMENT: Office

Mesa Vista Hall &
Law School
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294-1087
Noon to 8 PM Mon. thru Sat. Closed Thurs.'
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SOUND IDEAS IS PROUD TO PRESENT THE NIKKO LINE OF
ELECTRONICS, A LINE THAT FEATURES:

.. Sports
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INTERVIEWING

to 5 p.111. in the Hlllnc l'c Bid!!. ;1nd Sun., Oct, 24 at
912 Oak SI~ from 7:30 u.m. to 2 p.m. Si!!ll ~1p ~hcct~
>1rc in thr Home b; !~Ill g.

d~-'
f:t~ v

,,

On Campus:
Oct. 27, 28, 29

'7

\'carl)' preparation and baking ror the f-ruitcake
runLI Rai\in~ Dri\e \I ill he f·ri., Oct. 22 from I p.m.

The last time Max Hudspeth
faced Arizona State he had an
unfortunate meeting with the Sun
Devils' All-America linebacker Bob
Breunig. The .resqlt was a concussion and the end of Max.'s career
as a University of New Mexico
quarterback. .
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OUTSTANDING WATTS-PER-DOLLAR VALUE
THREEYEARPARTSANDLABORWARRANTY
WITH A 60 DAY OVER-THE-COUNTER EXCHANGE
POLICY.
ADVANCED CIRCUITRY PROTECTIONFAST -ACTING CIRCUIT BREAKERS
INSTEAD OF FUSES

THE 2025
The NIKKO 2025 is an AM/FM
stereo multiplex receiver which
incorporates phase lock loop
multiplex circuits, ceramic
filters, and advanced circui1;ry
protection.
The amplifier section features a minimum RMS power rating per channel of 10
watts, both channels driven, 40-20kHz into 8 ohms at no more than 1% total .,
harmonic distortion. The FM tuner section features a sensitivity of 2.5uV, a selectivity of 40db, and a capture ratio of3.0db.
SOUND IDEAS System Price- $163.00
SOUND IDEAS Price if purchased separately -$180.00

THE 5055

•

'The NIKKO 5055 is an all new
AM/FM stereo multiplex
receiver with direct-coupled
ciCL pure complimentary
•
power amplifier, phase lock
loop multiplex circuit, a
q uadrature detector and phase linear ceramic filters. The amplifier section has a
' RMS power
' rating per channel of 25 watts, both channels driven, 20minimum
20kHz into 8 ohms at no more than' 0.8% total harmonic distortion. The FM tuner
section has a sensitivity of 2.0uV, a selectivity of 55db, and a capture ratio of
1.5db.
SOUND IDEAS System Price- $233.00
SOUND IDEAS Price if purchased separately- $257.00

THE 7075
The NIKKO 7075 AM/F~
stereo multiplex receiver has
all the same fine state-of-theart features of the 5055, plus
the amplifier section has a
minimum RMS power rating
of 43 watts, both channels driven, 20-20kHz into 8 ohms at no more than·0.5%
total harmonic distortion. The FM tuner section has a sensitivity of 1.9iN, a
selectivity of 65db, and a capture ratio of 1.3db.

,.

SOUND IDEAS System Price- $310.00
SOU NO IDEAS Price if purchased separately- $342.00
Other Nikko models including the 30~5, the ,8085, and component
modE<Is are also available.
To help us serve you better, our listening rooms and audio experts are
available by appointment until 1:OOpm Tuesday through Friday mornings.
Call 292-1188 for an appointment. Sound Ideas is open until 8:00pm
every Monday and Thursday evening,

Sounoloeas
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Lobosln Must Win' Tilt Vs. A·SU
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Harriers To Face 'Devils

•

0

0

After Three-Week Layoff

By Tim Gallagller
The UNM football team puts it
'all on the line tomorrow night in
Tempe, Ariz., against the ASU Sun
Devils, a team they last beat before
most of the players were born.
The last Lobo win over the Sun
Devi Is .)Vas in 1942 and no player on
either side is 34 years old. The game
will be broadcast back to New
Mexico via KOB-radio (770) at 7:30
p.m.
The loser of this game can kiss

any WAC title hopes goodbye, and
defeat would be bitter to either
squad. The Sun Devils, coming off
a 12·0 record last year, were ex· ·
peeled to breeze through the WAC
this year. But they enter this contest
wi tli a 1-4 record with a WAC loss
to Wyoming and their only win
overUTEP.
The Lobos were not expected to
be much of a factor in the ·conference race as the year began, but
they vaulted into the league picture
with wins over UTEP and Colorado .
State. Last week, the Lobos lost a
heartbreaker to Wyoming when a
two-point conversion try failed.
UNM enters this game with the
loop's leading offense and top
ground gainer. The Lobos are
averaging 415,8 yards per contest in

<1J

bO

"'

0.,

total offense, 50 yards ahead of
second place Arizona. They also
have sophomore fullback Mike
Williams who is leading the league

with a nearly I 00-yard-per-game
rushing average,
ASU will probably be without the
injured fast Freddie Williams who
<•

generally has a fie1d day against
UNM. But they're making up for it·
by relying on speedy receiver 'John
Jefferson, also a Lobo nemesis .
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"I get no kick from champagne,
But I get a kick out of you."

PEACE CORPS

* VISTA

ONCAMPUSOct.2~~.~
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SIGN UP NOW FOR INTERVI·EW
Placement Office
·Mesa Vista Hall &
Law School PI cement
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Free
Video

Tapes
Showing Oct. 25-29
_ And

The UNM Lobos face Arizona State tomorrow aight in a game they have to win to" stay in
the WAC title race. The 'Pack hasn't beaten ASU in 34 years.

Spikers Face
~eague Foes

By Gino Brazil
The UNM . women's volleyball
team will try to overcome its shaky
start in conference play as it squares
off' against Intermountain foes
University of Northern Colorado,
University 'of Wyoming and
Colorado State Uniyersity this
weekend in Carlisle Gym.
The opening match will 15e today
at 3:30 against the University of
Northern Colorado. The Lobos
play UW at 4:30 then face CSU
Saturday at 2:30.
Head coach Kathy Marpe said,
"I expect the _girls to win this
weekend."
Of last week's four Io,sses, Marpe
said, "We played well, but the Utah
teams are the powerhouses of the
conference."
All matches will be held in
.. •• Carlisle Gym.

In

SUS Ballroom
Sponsored By Student Activities

•

Enough of Wyoming already. The Lobos aren't dead. They should havegone for two. And I'm about to tell you why.
Wyoming has an easier schedule than do the Lobos the rest of the way.
They face Utah, UTEP, Colorado St. and Arizona in league contests. The
Lobos must play Arizona St., Utah, ijrigham Young and Arizona. So, the
Lobos had to gi"e Wyoming a loss now, and hope they could win the rest
of their contests.
Hindsight is 20-20 and I wonder how many people who are claiming the
Lobos should have gone for the "sure thing" one-point extra point, said
that during the time-out prior to the two-point try. But as Jimmy the Greek
said, "There's no such thing as a sure thing." Jim Haynes has missed two
of thirteen extra point attempts this year, and with the pressure mounting
in Wyoming, anything could h;lVe happened. Goihg for the win was the,
only way for the Lobos to play it .

But to win the title, UNM has to win the rest of its games. Tomorrow
night's contest with the Devifs wil) be the key game of the year.
In the beginning of the week, I thought there was no way the Lobos
would win this game. They make too many mistakes. Despite ASU's pitiful
record, they have a tendency to mesmerize the Lobos until they turn the
game over to them. But A-State doesn't have that al:!ility this year. They
h~ve too many problems on their squad.
Barring any unforeseen circumstances, like nine blocked punts recovered
in the end zone, it'll be the Lobos, 28-17.
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Spaces· Are
Available For

ASUNM's Flea.
•

•

Mar-ket
)able will be ·provided

••

$2:so per space

•

/,\pp!ications can be obtained
atthe ASUNM office .

1

·Tuesday suB Mall

-

MEET HARRISON ''JACK'' SCHMITT
.-

Friday., Oct. 22 from 2-"4 pm atl..the SAE HOUSE

,,•

·

For further information contact ASUN!VI
Office of Research & ConsumerA ffairs
277-5608

•

(Free Beet)

~
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By George Gesner
The Civic Auditorium was the scene of blow-by-blow action Saturday at
the 9th Annual Thunderbird (Central North American) Karate Cham·
pionship.
.
.
UNM Karate instructor Gary Purdue walked away from the center nng
with two blue ribbons in the finals Saturday night. Purdue took first place
in the Kata and Kumite event ..
The most popular event of the night was the Karate Contact Fighters. _In
the professional round, Bob Caswell, an ex-Golden Glove boxer now with
the Albuquerque Police Department, won in the third round as Andy
White of Lubbock, Tex. suffered a cut to the head.
In the third match, Albuquerque's Frank Holloway won decisively over
Ben Roybal of El Paso. Holloway delivered some stunning blows to
Rovbal and amazed the crowd with his quickness.
Gary Allen of Albuquerque, won by a decision in a close match with
Alfred King of Las Cruces. King clearly dominated the first round,
knocking Allen down for a standing eight count. Allen came back in the
second round to win a surprising victory.
In the Kumite event Kim Wrobliski had an easy 3-1 decision over Carlos
Duran in the Black Belt heavyweight division. Points are scored when a
kick or punch strikes a legal target in controlled fashion.
In the black belt middleweight division Purdue edged Marty'Aragon 2-1
in overtime. David Yee took a blue ribbon on a 3·2 win over Dennis
Gotcher in overtime in the black belt lightweight division. Mary Powell, of
Dallas and a karate instructor at Texas Tech, won the kumite event in the
advanced women's competition.
The· chief referee for the tournament was "Superfoot" Bill Wallace.
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The Sun Devils arc led by their
number-one man Ed Blakely, a
sophomore from New Jersey; Mike 0
Elder, a two-ycm· veteran who was C
their best man last season; and Ray §
Wicksell, a junior who might have gbeen a familiar face on Hackett's ""
squad· had he decided to attend J"
'"
UNM.

-"'
_,

Hackett will run the same seven ahe started out the season with.
Ortega and the rest of the squad
will be bucking for their first win of
the season against the 'Devils and
look to be the best of the two.
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IF FEET COULD VOTE.
BIRKENSTOCKSWOULD WIN
EVERY FASHION AWARD.

We'll come and visit as soon

Trv a pair and let your feet make 'iT¥w~ m1nd

as the Warden lets us.

Ko.wq'i«\

Get well soon.

48:21 CENtRAl NE oppothl Hllan.d Shopping
ONE ol1hc OLDEST lOCALlY OWNED JEWELERS IN ALBUOUEROUE

Number 6 ... of the 12
Most Beautiful Diamond
Engagement Rings
in the World.

OUR OWN TERMS
BANKAMERICARD
MASTERCHARGE

Swim for Pancakes
The UNM swimming team will
sponsor a pancake breakfast to
raise money to pay for its training
trip to Hawaii over the Christmas
break.

because the UNM pool is closed
during the intercession.

The breakfast will be from S a.m.
to I p.m. Sunday at the Sigma Chi
house on.Las Lomas and Yale NE.
The team trains at a special
session in Hawaii over the break

at reasonable cost

Eyeglasses ~
Contact Lenses

Casey Optical Co.
(Next door to Cascty R11xttl Drug)
Lomas at waShlngto.; 2&&-e329

-~**************************.****
.*
**
*
*
*
*
The
! ASUNM Homecoming Committee :
#
Presents
!
t* ''That's Entertainment'' :*
*
*
*
*
:

9:00- 3:00

against the Buffs was caused by a
12-mile race in Canada that he had
run the weekend before.
Hackett said, "I'm not worried
about the long layoff because I feel
that if we had had a race each
weekend, the freshmen on the
team, who are not used to running
six hard miles, would be hurt by the
races. For this group of freshman,
too many races would be too
much.,.
Hackett said ASU was comparable to UNM. The two races the

We Miss Ya'
Dave

~

Now I'll tell' you why the Lobos aren't dead. Whenever you gain 500
yards on someone, it proves they're not unbeatable. The Lobos gained 506
yards on the Cowboys. I don't think Wyoming is going to win the con·
ference despite their 3·0 record. Arizona and Colorado State can beat
·
them.

·. ···sti()rts ·

..,.

"""
Lobos have run were lost to teams :::.
that are favored to win their 8
conference; Tcxas-El Paso in the :::;
WAC and Colorado in the Big~8.
8.

,
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Etlc Clnpton And Ctenm

FOOTIIItfl'FOUIS
The

Pharo by Chn'sPede"'"'

Crowd Got Kick
Out of Tourney

COME FLY WlTH US ...
WHAT A CHALLENGE!!

l

&.
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By Peter Madrid
"The three-week layoff we have
gone through has been good for us
because we hav.e really progressed
with each practice," said crosscountry coach Hugh Hackett in
preparation for tomorrow's meet
with Arizona State in Tempe, Ariz.
The race, which will be run at
Kiwanis Park, the site for this
year's WAC championships, will
cover six miles. The course is
composed of one-third sidewalk,
one .. third grass, and one-third road.
Hackett's harriers will once more
be paced by All-America runner
Lionel Ortega. Ortega, who placed
second against the University of
Colo. ·three weeks ago, is expected
to be at full strength. Ortega's Iessthan-spectacu]a.r performance
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Song & Talent Competition
And
The Homecoming Queen Coronation

Monday October 25

I

7:30 PM in Keller Hall

:

Tickets on safe noH' in Hne Arts Box Office

*
**
**

Admission 50¢
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DEALERS IN NEW AND ¥iNTACiE MqSJCAL IN.5TRqMENT5
· rentals · accessories
·complete repair service
Please excuse the big
mound of dirt around
us. Here is how to get
to Wild' West through
the construction.

,,

'l,
-,~r
Follow the arrows to

200 Central SE

243-2229
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Wf·NilY: IT'S firwlb hcr~·~rotrr 21 11·-rhc one

~~·uu\-t' WiliiC"d 'o(l

h>n!l fur, nnc.J

\\'~ 1\'i\11 1111 tlw ''""· Al1o,
5:1l0r<.tll.--,tlll ;rnnding!!
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to ~et home before
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A.IJ>C STllf)f'NTS. H IGIIJ:I~ education I\ ill be :u
1-<uti•e ,\•ncrknn Snrdic' ro lulk ubmu rrJotrcl
ICh(llll, clc. (,_Iober 22, IO:(I(),4:1KI. 1(),22
.•
ENCoLISH JlEI'AirfMEN r C'Olll\S:: tlclcrirti<llll
for Spring, 1977 now nvuilnblc iu 217 Hlltnuniticl
Buildins. IOt~S

t;;

LJNM sruo!:NT Ill HECTORII,s ur~ avnllubic'
'tudcnt< with u v:tlid l!NM ff) for ~,5¢ nlthcSiudcni
lnltlrlllulion Center, New Mc,ico Union (SlJU).
10122
•

0
'.J CONTACTS'! CASFY 01' lKAI Compttll)', 255·
·;:::: 87.1(,, tfn

~
..-:

ACiOHA-STllPENT CI<ISIS Center open
.C.ill277-,[)13. lll/22 .

24-ll<l~n.

ON A UlJ()(iFf'! OIV\N()l: M

tomato juke·
dnrmrnnn rolkolfcc ur ten. On I~· 70¢ at the Grinder
l·uct<lry. I H Comcll SL Opeu 7 u.rn. Quiet, too.
1022

2.

I OSI: ~1l:IJillM SIZI·I) !illcrllenl·<·rm\ fcnl;llc,
tri-color. cream colored fucc. Jon~ rw;c, '""'' lil··
coy ole•, no collnr. 261>·.127~. 26R·Hl17. 10 Z6

DI\N(L·ART S! RII·S. l.\Jiforing pmmutl irnar.~r.1.
Sl\ 11~ck1. ~~an' 0~1. ~r•. 242·514.1 or 242·94~2
II) 26

I osr: Mt:SA VISTA-·kiucn, cream, hluc eye,,
rnnlc. Z77-5839. 241-1617. 10 ~~

L\Pf-.RI!'N(f'J> I YPJST. i !:TTf'RS.
~~rll*• Rc;umc;, le~~l. m~ukal. 2664770.

.

I

.

•

I OS I: \\'ALII:! •\lli~hlhlol conccn/llill .ludd,
24::-41!15. l()i2J

~lOI>IIS NH D[·.D l·oi< ;WII ~'"'and Hcmt hieJt·
lipiHinp. Call lijcnll Hair Colllp:w). 2~>-~>44.

Hll 1NJ>: C'Al<Tl '\lOR I'< hu,we" ·,clwol
louo~c. n111 UIIU U<''cnl><· fr<>m 6:CKl·IO:OO. A'k Jm
lr;lt :!?6·J9J6. l()r~7

A~1ATHIJ<

LO:iT: GOLD WIHEP fmme £la<;c;. limmcrmun
Library 111 floor ll;Hhrooni~. Rcwar<l-$5.00. 842·

S~~~~_r.~~~~!P·~·- l~'3.s.

3.

SERVICES

MASSAGE 9-6 298-4718 Juan.
,......,..~~--....---.--.-____...

10/27
___
------~·~ ~-····

FAMOUS QUIVIRA llOOK~tlt•i· :•nd Photography"
Uallery is V. !!lock from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Sp<'Cial order service. lfn
J>ASSPORT, IDf:NTIFICATJON PI·IOTOS. Lowell
Nices in lown! Pusr, pleasing, near UNM. Cull 265·
2444 or come 10 1717 Girard Blvd, NE. t fn

-·--.....

--.~-~----

-·-·---·--,..------ ···-··--···-·

LSA'f·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Educators of New MeKico, lm:. 8425200. tfn

-------

LOST & FOUND

I.OST: Sl'l or· he)·\, l'ilc on the ring, IOill~Wh~rc
on the mull. 1'ka1o cull :144 2624. )0 1 22

POTTERY CLASSES, HANDBUILDING w/porcelain. Caryn Osrrowc instructor, $65 for 10 weeks.
24~·2425 or 836·7285"or write Mojo Pollery, lliSVz
f'<'nlrnl N[', 871()(,, CIOI\C\ l>cgirt Nov. 2nd. 10.~2R

UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
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50 Spoiled
52 Heavy beam
1 Accomplish- 53 Educ. group
ed, qurckly 54 Wrong:
6 Eves
Prefix
husband
57 Strive
10 Act of skill 59 Caste
14 Commercial 61 -------sh lp
revenue
15 Companion- 64 Click beetle
less
6 7 Play the
H! 10th
leading role
century
68 Not
Russ. saint
regulated
17 Distentions 70 Half of a
19 Stove
sextet
chamber
71 Nick
20 The "P" of
''RCMP"
Charles'
wife
21 Abiding
Surgical
72
23 Fire
thread
• escapes
Obnoxious
73
25 Congeal
people: Br.
26 Eyelid
•
slang
lnllammatlon74 Expanded
27 Airline for
75 Course
Sacramento
DOWN
29 Negative
answers
1 Get away
31 Use needle
completely
2 Kind of
and thread
33 E~met
drunkard:
34 Wmged
Slang
Insects
3 Bent inward
36 Blend
4 Mr.
together
Mendels40 Menu item
sohn
42 Sing I.e5 King of copy
master
6 Fatima's
44 Klnd of duck
husband
·45 Covers up
7 En trace
4 7 Detecting
a Henry VIii's
apparatus
queens

MA"'l!·
IOl2'

t0:2R

PliO fOC.I<APII)

('IASSI·S

11011

lormin!!-- J!'mm . .f·\\Cl'~ ~.:om.:cnrratci.l \t,•~o,,jontau!!ht
Oy rrofc\',jonal phOillgraphcr in hi\ltrhHllo [ tHilth

l'rofc"iorUII lluiltlln~. <all 2~4-H9.17 for mur<• inl'or·
rnatiun, Studio lUI. JO, 2H
HUSSJAN TI<ANSLATIONS IN Humanitic1. 1ocial,
biologicul, agrkulllmrl wicncc\ hy Ru"ian M7A.
2~/woru nf original. Synopw' al1o done. Tyring anti
P"'illl<C inchrdctl. C. Wolfe. 1220 E. ~lh, Siillwatcr.
01\ 74()74, 10122
NUll['

I+MALl·/~IAII· rnodel1 for
(lfl ~lil"''~C.,, 294-8937.
10/22

an anutoml·

book and

Al<fi~IS·-·"\\'01(1\ IN the lhirJ uill1cr~;ion-,culpl·
ing the htnnun hc<td." Chr""' hcgin Oct, 2~. t97(>,
You can lcttrn lo work ill cluy lcut.ling to cn..,lintt in
hi <Ill/e. 294-8937. I 0< 22

.

.

A:v!AJEUR 1'110 I ,,,;RAPHY CI.J\SSI:S 111111
forming-J5mrn. 4-wceh cunt:cntratcd ~c,,ion taught
hy prol'c~"'ional photogrnplu::r in lu,uriouc. l.ornn'
Prnfc~>ional [luilt!ing. Cnll 294-H4.17 for rnorc in for·
rnurion. ~rudio 101. 10. 22
0"1 ,-\ llllf)(if-'1? ORANGI· or wmatn jtlkc;
dnnmm>n n•ll·~nrrcc or lea. On I) 70¢ m Ihe Cirindc•
Hrcwr). Ill ('mncll S!. Open ~ a.m. C)uier. '""·
['X PH< II N('[J) n·f'ISl. I'Ai'l' llS. lll:tllii\Cript,,
thc~c,, c.Ji,,cnnlion .... \laria, afrr:r 4 Jl.f11'. 2911,42!\6.
J0i25

SIll Ill NT RA Tl·S ON profc"itHtalt)·ping! l'rror·
free l.'r•rk·' un rc,umc~. naper,, ..•11:. Cull B1r,inc''

Sm!"".'• 2\13-~\1!~: .lU' 2S

•

_ ··-

-

28 Opposite of:
Prefix
30 Bend
downward
32 Moist
35 ----- boom
37 Rest~re to a
prev1o~s

58 Landed
estate
60 Of sounder
mind
62 God of love
63 Accumulated
facts

condition
65 Town on the
36 Footballer
Thames
----Sayers 66 Split
or 69 Outspoken

i

"1

.

.

~

TliTORIN(i SERVICES H)!{ !ipani'h 1tudcnl,,
Call 243-7671. I0126

liNIVf,RSrt Y ARh\ HOME for "lie. ISilO 1quarc
fccr. I 3t4 barh1. hccllcnt condition, mallJre land·
;capirrg, qt•icl neighborhood. 537,500·$16.5<1() en.
Call~~~ R919,
Ill· 2:!
1\171 HONDA t B 4511. hc~lierrl cnndirit>n. l·arin~.
2 bell lrclrncr,. ~''"' c\tr:l,. Mu•l wll. S695. 29972H4 artcr 5 p.rn .. Barrett. 111,22

HAVE \V AIHiliOUS!: I'll Ll. of' Jcn;en \pcakcrl,
rccch:crs, runerli., amplifiers, Ca'io\C!lec;, 8-tracl\o;,
CB'• & rcel·IO·teel l~pc rccorde.-, Sony-Pioneer·
Marran(l.·l\cnwoou & other.. Freight uarnagcd•1111 in boxes. 255·15~5. 0122 .,. .., -..•----~-'

~-"""

~.,_,_..-.,-.

~

.

~

SACRII·IU·.: Sl:HKl Penta\ 1-.S otrlfil, 3 lcn'c'· ac·
CC\\oriel, 'olrobc 550. 2Y4-8937, 10·28

.

~

~

.

"

lli('Y('l F BERTIN AMATHJR racer. hccllcnt
condition $140or bN offer. 243·4171. lll2R
1:aring. l:~cellc111 .:'ondiriun.
..
I?.7:1: 84H?7f, 10~.25
f·ACTOR Y SA I I:: SA Vl: 40°"o to 5tJO"a off on 'light I)
blcmi\hcd Jc"'cn 'pca'-c"· One J.:cn\\oud rurntublc
and amplifier. S:uhui runer-w11uld like 10 'ell
r~a\!IIJ:th,fc. ?,~5-753~ .. 11!1~~~.~--- •. .
_ ~
FOR Rl'PAIR BII.L·-color TV, A"urnc pa~rncnr.:
of SIU.OU or SNY.IXl ca,h. Nt> intcrc;r ~55-7534,

1\-lOTci citJZ.7.1

SAU·SCI [·RJ.:~·-·fttll·ltnt¢ & part·lmw p<hlltnr"
trlltilal•le. lcmpnran lhru Chri"mm. 1\ppl) Ill a.rn.
w R p.m. \l<•rr·l ri ,,, I" Belle' Dl\lribtrting. 4'1:!0
\kmHtl ~I .lcqllill t'f'IP<lTIU!III~ cmp11Hl'l~

8:

MISCELLANEOUS

l.OSE \\'I:IGH r. 6-weck program conrhining grnur
llehno..ior nwdiri~;o!lloo aud Ult.'ntnl r\;'fnr-

\!'Ollll"clin~!.
~f.JIIt'l,

PI 1\Rl DIHI~!S: POl' Ill F ha,c. ""' nwtrrtlcd t<>rn·
IOJn,, onl' lloor torn·tom • ..,nurc-. hi!!h·hilt"· twu

19~1
IOYCll ·\ (Tilt'·\ A(
SI,5CXUJil, :•14.5.114, Ill 22

lldi•e•~d

\lichelirr

~;rdi;rf,_

Cl (1<;[- Ol'L I \\10['<., l>tand 12\ C'J) eic<trllnic
iJ,.'nitiun s:n.9'. R~!-HII.Hl\ )~4_l}:'. ,:r,~.~-t911. l·h:~o:
lronic ft.nition ~uh:.... II J
UPRIGHT PiANu.--NEWLY recondhion'cd and
tuned. Fine player. $200delivcre~. Write: J. Temple,
2220 LOfi Padili«s Rd SW. 10/22
RUNABOUT IVHIT:::::E:-.-vi~n)-.1-s-un-roor:
aulomatic, airconditiQuing. Take over payrncnrs or
refinar!oe, ~h~e 842·8408. 10/22

rn4PiNTo-

SACRII·ICF: $13110 l'cnl<l\ IS !lutfit. l lcn,c•.
\lrobl!. 5-e;o. In :!2

~~t:L\'\\tlric..,,

IIASSU Ill All Sl'l'l ({.\\'ill[

"

1thnlll

llill~CII

·"""""------;,

,•fb;.,;.!\ im.ll.a•. P!H.'I~~.· x~on-tr,s~

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma

10. 2:!

5.

FORRENT

Donor Center

ll:M-\1 I· 1~00\IM•\ 1 I· ro •hare J·hcdr,mm hou•c.
S~IJ ""' incltt<lirrl! trtilirJc,, lCtR·M41l :tfl<r 5 p.m.

6.

EMPLOYMENT

BH'O~H·

A COl I Hil· c:lllll'l"

J~;rlcr.

'"II brand·

nanlt..' 'terco F.!'ompnnc-nl' <H lo\H.''' prkc,, Hi!:!h
prnfll': no iJJ\l!'"'ffllCill ,~qui~t..·\1. I w derail .... L"ont:t~l:
I ;\ IJ (,.'umponcnl,, In~: .• !0 Pu''"it.' \\c., htirricJU,

closed for
remodeling

'lie\\ ktw\ 07001•. llcll•' Orlm"k' "lli·~27·1>H~4.
Ill ~~ '
1'1\Rl -TI\11' .lOB. Oradu;u~ ''udcnl' on f). ?-.lu1t

isor·

rnr dii)' .. \\Urf.... ·\l ...o. IHI\ ... pll~ltiOII ... lor hilla) aJH.I
c..;itiUrday night... ·\ppl~ rn f'L'I .. Uil nuh. ~tl phmu:

C"all'

pl1!1.1'l'• S:1H' \\'a~-

N!·.~511>\1crraul'lll·.

I i(IIHH "itntc,, .:c;704 I nma'
lll t~

842-6991

OV!·RS(·AS JOIIS·SU\1\H· R ·)cur·rmrnd. 1-urnpc.
S. <\mcricu, ·\1111r:rlhr. 1\'iu. ere. ·\II field,, 5~110·
SI11Xl trmnthl). hpcn'c' fl.tid. 'ighllccinp. r rce
inl'nrmmion.

\\'rite:

Dcp;rrcrncru Nil, B(l\
II I~

lntcrnminntll
~490,

Joh

ller~clc•.

Albuquerque
1307 Cent raJ NE

!'curer.

('A 94704.

.

coio"R-·rv~·<:Ot.OR &.tint ~.,;,!~ol~. -i,ig ":rccn.
a'><umc payment• of 57 per month. New 11arranl).
255-7534. 10/26
.
DUE TO DIVORCE BRAND NEW 1~77 1\trb),
a'sumc paymcn" of $7.47 a month. Nc\\ "urrarll\.
255-75.14. 10/26
cAi\i(JN·PT, sorrrm.i .R. sJ75.1xJ; ·242-'Jssr. Paul.
277-6116. 10/22
RECORDS AND I AP~S-good price, good \clc
rion, good people,· L I' Gomlbuy, 3701 Central N
(aero•~ from Fac Humphrey"•>· rfn

I'

sl-ERE'o 'Ar \vAR.EHousi:· .rrice~.- ;~~--~~aio;

I,

brand\. Knowledgeable sa[e,rncn. Kc111. 268·0333.
t0i22
·----~·-.-.~-==-
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,.._~

..---

--

~

- .._ ___

--...~--;..

~

~

it DODGE CHARGER I'S, AC.:. Excellent con·
dition. 293.0497. 10122
-~---...-~.~·-=-~=---=,-·~--~--

--

~--_-.,-,~

"'" --

~

..-.

·Fine Clot !zing For l'vten .4nrl H '01nen

ROCK CLIMBING EQUIPMENl carabinm, nm'
'topper' like new. $70,00 negotiable. Call tr.R2364. 10/22
MUST S!il.LlMMEDIA mi:Y.":97'i"C;~t;;-.; i-28.
Hrgh l'crlormancc cngrnc. pill\ marry more racing
part\. Form~:_in.!:"~l"io~ caii_S~~~?.:_ .ro
71 KAWASAKI: RUNS good. SCJOcc $650.00. 255·

2007o

:2__

4492aftcr2:00p.m.

~·

()ff

l ' \ ll

IOi::!2

QUAD RECOROIK \\'I.Tll ·;..-;i.j:\~~rc~ H:(;;,d
and allrhcgoouic,, 255-75H. IU.26
- . .. .. 1 .. -·
-

ljbras

-~

YA\1·\IIA Gl 1TAR. NICl· \ound: With""'"· !tee
:nu•ic. S'll Call 88.1-~(,911 after ~:(XI. 10 2~
siNm:R-SEWINCi
iilrn'f~;~~y.
nor claimed. !:quipped to burtonholc. 1i~ t.ag. Pay
Sl9.00and Jake ntachinc. ~55-7535. Ill:;!(,
I.Eitf.:\ul-"i•'RoTt·!isioNA't. !!uit;,;_-$475.. 1:\ccl·

:\t:\rniNr. i.u?T

lent.-298-4470.

II

New
MeXico
Daily.Lobo
.

""

10/26

•

Want Ads say it
•· a B"·
n
.·m
19 W ay.•

Clas~ified

Adver,ising Rates
15C per word, $1.00·minimum charge
5 or more times-It per wor~
Terms Cash in advance

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
·.---··-- tim€1S beginning
. , under the heading (circle one): 1,
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Fbr Rent; 5, For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous·.
"

Marron Hall; Room 132

Mail To
ON~IJ

Box_20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexic,o 87131

I'' .. ,

·Do You Need
Cash?

\.'\lllhiil.., \\ilh \IUIH.Il.o, F·\l.'t,.'II~Jnt ~ondilimL ('nil ~9J.
5 W5. HI 2~

•\PI' I I·S, I R[ L Rll'[ lour kith'-.
l'N\1. $2.511 ': htl. SfJc.2>;S4, 10 ~~

lO ~(1

be t>\.cr :!I ~em' t1lll. "JecU )\\o pmHinH: cmpltl~~c"'

Jo'OR SALE

10126

HANGGIJI)f;RS"·IR' Std. while w/gold lip1 c.\·
cellcrrt condition $:1~0. 18' Modil'kd COM I' I ~"''d
condition $JIXI. llorh Sandin flown, Pillon. 299·
9566, 299·75N4. 111122

YOUR SKillS. !:Ollt'ATION, ENTHLISIASo\1
p;ry, hig RI·WAIWS ill the Peace ('orfl'· AllmajnrUq,!ct.l Ill apply; Call 277·2~3(1 ror arr llll'Cllnl P"' iiUCr\'iCW ~,r 'mr by our offi~c..·. Oncg[t 2.29. Tu~..,t.lay,
Thur1day. t>r I ridav ;rflcrnt~(\11 .1:.1<_1:5:110._ II 1 I

Ill :•

Ll(GAL SERVICl:S. UN!\Il.a11 Schooi't'IIIJrcatl•ro·
gr:tm offer\ legal 'crvkc1 l(n ;tudcru\ under fncult)
\upcnl\ion. A1ailabili1y lirrrireu to rhmc "'""c
a\\Ct" ond income do not C\cccd C\labii\ht-d guide·
line;. $1.(Kl rcgi,tration fcc. ('all 277-2913 or 2773604 for informalion and appoirurncnl,, Sp<IIN>rcd
h) A;;ociareu Sludcnt; of liNM. I0/22

4.

1rn

K4l·9J7R,

pJu., ~a ..c. 1.1! .. . , thnn htdl prkc ~~l $':',50. :!94.S9,7,

10:'\PI.IUI'NCTD TYI'IST. N4.1-61!.t '" .144-6476,
' HI '2S

9Makes
41Something
disorderly
that
10 Nourishment
ensnares
11 Singer----- 43 Lost strength
Presley
46 W. German
12 Deputy
state
13 Savory
48 Practical
18 Grand
person
------:Idaho 51 Kind of room
range
54 Becomes
22 Account
blurred
;~~'1tic
55
Inward:
24
mammals
Prefix
27 Door frame 56 Fixed

Bll'YCI.ES: WE HAVE lhc lightclt weight for lhc
you can buy. Snrnc (lll 1nlc. ~.C. lhtllcll''·

monc~·

Placed by

(

